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The texts to this theme were psychically received by the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin, a Chris-

tian/Spiritual community, between the years of 1956 to 1975. These transmissions are a part of the 

Menetekel, a collection of 4,500 A4 pages of freshly catalogued protocols, amassed over 20 years. All 

of these mediumistic messages were left in their original form, even if similar questions were repeated. 

The work of the two mediums began when they were 15 and respectively 17 years old. The total pro-

duction of the MFK-Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin), the Menetekel and the 21 transmissions 

from the space-brothers are considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific exploration. Other 

spiritual circles have often tried to copy the work of the MFK, but its quality was never achieved. The 

reproduction and distribution of these rearranged messages and protocols is explicitly encouraged and 

is not covered by any copyright. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Preface by the publishers 
 

The problem of death represents the most important problem for man. The way it is resolved 
determines our way of life, therefore also the shaping of our social circumstances. These 
wouldn’t be in such a muddle if mankind was more uniformly informed about death and if it 
would prepare itself more uniformly for the hereafter. If death were only a situation where the 
soul leaves the body, there would be no need for any such preparations, it would only be a 
cause for resignation. Is death a situation where the soul simply leaves the body, it appears 
to be a natural occurrence, an occurrence one cannot say whether it is greater in its absurdity 
or its barbarity. If our existence is not confined to the time between birth and death, but a 
continuation beyond the grave, this too would be incomprehensible, because a soul that 
started its existence simultaneously with the body cannot be immortal. An eternity has no be-
ginning! - Our immortality is only then feasible, when one’s existence enjoys an extension 
ahead of the cradle, in other words, in connection with pre-existence. Unfortunately the pre-
existence of the soul was branded a false indoctrination by the “5th General Council” of the 
year 553 A.D. out of purely political reasons and the Church imposed an anathema on it. Im-
mortality can be verified if we can derivate it from our presently given characteristics. 
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For the Church death only represents a great leap into darkness, because it reveals nothing 
about the conditions after death and at most only fantasises about it. But many, by all means 
positive clues are available in regards to our future circumstances, they were published many 
years ago and are hopefully finding a revival with this series of scripts. The question of our 
immortality was extensively pursued, for over 25 years, by the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin, 
under the leadership of Herr Herbert Viktor Speer, in the field of psycho-scientific indoctrina-
tion, and recorded on well over 4,500 pages in the Menetekel-protocols. The answers to 
these questions were given by a team of MESSENGERS of LIGHT from the OTHER 
WORLD. These answers are logical and meaningful and also unite many of our present 
world religions. But there is no actual science one could use to clarify things within a few 
hours and this certainly applies to the most difficult of sciences, namely parapsychology. If 
there actually are FORCES in existence that are not attached to any organism, the carrier of 
these FORCES must outlast death and its otherworldly existence must encompass the utili-
sation of these FORCES. Death represents a kind of forced induction for everybody. This is 
why human beings ought to carry out their knowledge conversion during their lifetime on 
Earth, because it can then become beneficial to them during their earthly existence.  
 

Bad Salzuflen, July 1991 

 
 

1.0 Opening words 

 

1.1 The MESSENGER of LIGHT AREDOS to the theme 

 

It is strange that the people living on Earth basically prefer to be dead than to believe that they are im-

mortal. All efforts are made to prove that death exists. I can tell you that it is a lot harder to furnish 

such evidence than prove immortality, because everything offered as absolute proof is nothing else but 

an enormous distortion of facts! 

 

Please remember that all such attempts only arise from human thoughts. Nature shows you quite con-

spicuously that there is a second, for you still reserved level of existence. But all of the facts are inten-

tionally misinterpreted. 

 

You’re aware that the belief in ghosts, based on facts, has been spread all over the world for many 

thousands of years and cannot be eradicated. On the other hand, there are people that claim to be ob-

jective, but still find a different interpretation for all of these facts. The theories of inherited customs 

and traditions represent also some of these distortions. One asserts that today’s man has inherent mem-

ories of those superstitious spirit cults within his subconscious, which these days make fun of him in 

many ways. 

 

 It is really astonishing how reluctant human beings are when it comes to accepting the ABSO-

LUTE, because the ABSOLUTE includes the full responsibility for all of man’s actions.  

 

The oppressive fear of the consequences of evil thoughts and deeds is the only reason to modify any 

theory that teaches the absolute annihilation of memory and consciousness.  

 

It is quite apparent that people with a guilty conscience, because of their ungodliness or other negative 

behaviour, grasp for such distortions of the TRUTH with peculiar zealousness. They are the ones that 

hope for their absolute death, that are also afraid that they just might be wrong. This just can’t be true 

in their eyes under any circumstances. All of their thoughts concentrate on the absolute annihilation of 

the human consciousness. They deny the existence of GOD, his realm and the immortality of the hu-

man soul.  
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Unfortunately most people fall prey to these unworthy characters. They give them credit for 

knowledge that they just don’t possess, because they don’t want to possess it and fight nail and tooth to 

avoid it.  

 

Experience tells us that there is no better way to discriminate against something than to mock it. Peo-

ple make fun of fools. Those that believe in the hereafter and immortality are branded fools so that 

they can be exposed to the derisiveness of the multitudes. The liquidation of the TRUTH is carried out 

in this fashion. 

 

The international scientific community cannot verify that there is no hereafter and no immortality of 

the soul with any theory or thesis, with no experiment or scientific experience. Presently there exist 

two views side by side: On the one hand the spiritual view of life after death, on the other hand the 

view of the absolute annihilation of consciousness for all eternity. 

 

 The last interpretation represents the opinion of the negative. It springs from determination and 

not the TRUTH! 

 

 

1. 2. The SANTINER ASHTAR SHERAN to the theme 

 

 

Death is a dictator of immense and unfathomable dimension. Man on Earth does not fear GOD or the 

divine courts all people have to face one day. Man does not even fear the terrestrial laws as much as he 

fears death, no matter whether his outlook “accepts” this or the other view of the world. Death haunts 

him and the greater the threat, the more he bows to all pressures just to keep death at arms length as 

best he can. 

 

The fear of dying and death in general represents a factotum that the clever despots of this Earth have 

always counted on and utilised. Dying and death are the greatest deterrents one took advantage of to 

subjugate or completely dominate individuals, groups, nations and governments. 

 

 If man on Earth would overcome his fear of dying and death through INDOCTRINATION of the 

absolute TRUTH, any such threats would loose their effectiveness.  

 

 But man on Earth does not comprehend that behind the word “death”, only ordinary fiction, some-

thing invented, a means to an end and not OBJECTIVE TRUTH is hidden. GOD the PLANER, IN-

FORMER and CREATOR gave you clear INSTRUCTIONS, but unfortunately you went ahead and 

changed them. HE gave you the certainty of ETERNAL LIFE, but you don’t want that at all and seek 

eternal death instead. Death therefore represents the true sovereign on this planet. The threat of death 

is also a dictatorship, it matters not what country people live in. It is not GOD, signifying eternal life 

and sanctioning your existence, but death alone that is the sole dominator of your earthly existence - 

and you gave it the power to do so! You must vegetate in its menacing shadow. This is how far you 

have come, because you consider primitive spirit- worship to be pure nonsense, because you regard 

everything wonderful and everything transcendental as superstition and also because you also accept 

Church backed faith in something allegedly indemonstrable with blind and good natured trust. Not 

least of all because you don’t believe in an immediate continuous existence after the so-called death.  

 

You don’t have your own opinion about your existences on this planet and about the divine universe. 

In regards to spiritual matters you are complete failures. The bible threatens from beginning to end 

with death. People are supposed to die because of this or the other. 
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 The CREATOR doesn’t threaten anyone with death! 

 

According to HIS eternal LAWS, life is sacred and is also fulfilled according to these LAWS. No mat-

ter from which side such a threat comes from, it is and remains negative and has nothing to do with the 

CREATOR and HIS enormous ORGANISATION. 

 

This mankind laughs and cynically mocks this wonderful divine TRUTH - and the results are your 

mundane conditions, which cry out to the heavens for salvation. One should think that all it takes is for 

the knowledgeable to instruct the ignorant and everything will be okay. But unfortunately this isn’t the 

case. Because the knowledgeable is ridiculed and derided exactly the way his assertions about the OB-

JECTIVE TRUTH are made fun of. He is certainly not considered knowledgeable, but considered stu-

pid and backward. 

 

 The world of matter hypnotises you people on Earth to such a degree that you cannot see beyond 

the limitations of the physical. 

 

CHRIST, the most significant and most intelligent knower of the divine TRUTH, the most eminent 

medium that ever walked on Earth, challenged death that reigns on this Earth and witnessed eternal 

life. Wasn’t he ridiculed, derided, gibed, beaten and threatened with death because of this and finally 

murdered in a most inhuman fashion? Death should continue to reign - these days more than ever. But 

CHRIST survived death; he got rid of death.  

 

 All the cosmic LAWS of the universe are incorporated within a single human being, eternity as well 

as conversion, LOVE as well as propagation, higher development and also descent.  

 

If the demise, the conversion takes place, it should be celebrated as a parting for a time and not forev-

er. There is no reason for great mourning, neither on the outside nor the inside. The celebration should 

take place on behalf of the true SELF, not for the worn-out and discarded physical body lying in a cof-

fin or the meaningless ash inside an urn. 

 

According to the LAWS of CREATION of the PLANER and the INFORMERS the conclusion of the 

earthly existence is at the same time the beginning of a NEW LIFE within the realm of the spirit in a 

higher FREQUENCY and this in the immediate vicinity of GOD or his antagonist, depending on 

whether the now disembodied person has developed higher or retrograded here in this physical world. 

 

 Everybody should ask themselves in all seriousness what sense this depressing death cult, with its 

heartbreaking funeral service and its inconsolability really has. Suicide doesn’t solve this problem 

either and only makes this problem worse! 

 

The supposedly “dead” are very much alive in the spiritual realm and extremely active; they still par-

ticipate in the physical creation process. They certainly do not “rest in peace”, nor do they “rest with 

GOD “or rest in “eternity”. They are telepathically connected to us and co-operate with us. As GOD’S 

HELPERS they can therefore be a blessing for mankind on Earth or in the service of the antagonist 

represent a great danger to the physical world. Mankind on this Earth is still not certain what the mean-

ing of life really is: 

 

 Man continues with GOD’S creation. But by doing so, he also carries the responsibility for the 

resulting evolution, that is to say, for positive progress. 
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Man’s physical body represents an absolute parallel in its reciprocal dealings with its spiritual SELF. 

This SELF certainly always represents the PATTERN for the creation and the development of physical 

man. The human embryo lives in a vegetative state from the time of its conception. Only just before 

birth does the soul interlock with the body. From this moment on, the physical body becomes the abso-

lute property of the soul and is controlled by the soul. 

 

Man can cope with his or her existence in the physical world only with the instrument of a physical 

body. But the supposed “dead” are mentally connected to those on Earth and through inspiration co-

operate in any way they can. 

 

When dying, spiritual man separates from the now useless physical body and returns with its vitality 

back to the spiritual realm, the place of its creation and its original home, with its full consciousness, 

its personal will and all its sensory perceptions intact. But the body, which has served man as an in-

strument, is retransformed back into its atoms, molecules and returned to the Earth. The physical body 

therefore only represents an object on loan from the CREATOR, something that will have to be re-

turned. 

 

Death is something fictitious and unreal! 

 

There is a never-ending coming and going between the spiritual realm and the physical world in re-

gards to schooling and experience. Man lives eternally as one of GOD’S intelligent creatures, faced 

with the highest DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVE of being: 

 

 A NOBLE HUMAN BEING based on UNIVERSAL LOVE and the CREATOR’S HELPER within 

his enormous CREATION! 

 Alive within a continuous COSMIC PROCESS! 

 

May the unexpected seekers hereby find council, consolation and help, and the mockers and “know-

all” find motivation for HIGHER REASONING and discernment. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 0. VITALITY  (Life’s energy)  (Transmission from the year 1964) 

 

 

There is no doubt that there is VITALITY. Life only exists because there is a FORCE that supplies 

ENERGY, which in turn represents a dynamic. Nobody from your world can explain the kind of 

FORCE it represents. This FORCE is beyond any testing by scientific instruments, chemical analyses 

or physical investigations. There is death - they way you see it - and there is life. 

 

 The physical world only represents a shadow of the eternal LIGHT of spirit. The physical world 

represents the shell; the spirit represents its contents. 

 The spirit is that which brought consciousness to life, it is that which gives you the ability to rec-

ognise yourselves. 

 The spirit is the divine ODEM that was breathed into man, allowing man to become a living, con-

scious being. 

 The spirit makes man divine, raising man above his descended weaknesses; it differentiates him 

from animals and gives him the opportunity to serve his fellow man.  
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 It is the spirit that makes him generous and unselfish and enlightens him, so that he strives for the 

HIGHEST he can possibly attain. 

 It is the spirit that speaks within everybody, if one is willing to listen. - You are not just something 

physical! 

 Through your spirit that dwells within you, you are divine. You are a part of the FORCE that cre-

ated the whole universe and everything contained within, everything that guides and controls it. 

 The COSMIC SPIRIT, this VITALITY is present within every human being. Man is an individual, a 

spark of the divine FIRE. 

 Man represents an integrated part of infinite intelligence, many call “GOD” - and I call the 

“GREAT SPIRIT OF ALL LIFE”. 

 

The grave cannot touch the spirit at all. The crematory fire can never destroy the spirit. There is noth-

ing on the whole wide world that could extinguish the eternal spirit. Therefore prove yourselves to be 

worthy of the natural LAW that was revealed to you, it has always existed and will exist for ever. 

Through the act of dying, representing just an act of dissolution of the physical body utilised for a 

temporary manifestation, man steps out of his earthly shell. He begins to make use of his final ethereal 

body after death. The spirit - call it what you want - must prepare itself slowly for this accomplish-

ment. Death doesn’t say “good-bye” to the individual man; on the contrary - death heightens his indi-

viduality! 

 

Death represents one rung of the ladder of human development! He emerges from death as an individ-

ual entity, with his consciousness intact and a healthy capacity to remember. All the abilities of his 

spirit and his soul are ready to unconditionally serve him, because they are unencumbered by the limi-

tations of the physical body, with its constrictive and inhibiting five senses. -  

 

There is no Church powerful enough to ban the TRUTH of the spirit. You are no longer living in the 

dark Middle Ages where such powers were in the hands of individuals. You now live in an age of the 

greatest enlightenment, where men and women enjoy freedom - the freedom that is the way of the spir-

it. 

 

This freedom cannot be denied anymore anywhere, it will continue to grow. 

 

It is a good thing that you have to overcome many an obstacle, because you will be rewarded with a 

greater freedom because of it! 

 

 

3.0. A few words about traditions   (Transmission from the year 1975) 

 

 

Well, every tradition that has an underlying mission of safeguarding and irrevocably promulgating, 

from generation to generation, assumptions, errors and the truth in regards to spiritual-religious things, 

is against GOD’S PLAN and therefore directed against any further spiritual development. It is nega-

tive and thereby only serves the antagonist of GOD! 

 

Such a tradition is based on the fact that the human body, physical matter endowed with a conscious 

SELF, is regarded as a personality that comes out of nothing and apparently returns to nothing. On the 

other hand, the soul, the true SELF, the energetic, actual individual PERSONALITY, which con-

sciously survives and, because it is from GOD, exists eternally, is called a “ghost”, caricaturised and 

derided. 
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One bestows on the discarded body fantastic honours and absolute piety, one carries the body with 

more or less pomp and ceremony to the grave, erects monuments and tombs depending on its populari-

ty, with incorrect inscriptions and turns everything into a death-cult or graveyard-cult, something that 

degrades the true CREATIVE PROCESS and thereby offends GOD.  

 

You are probably quite aware of what happens to the bodies of millions of innocent men, women and 

children either during wars or other catastrophes. It is strange - but one doesn’t seem to make a great 

fuss here. But this is quite self-explanatory! 

 

There are no valid reasons that could justify the heart rendering funeral services taking place at ceme-

teries and crematoriums, combined with the most awful mental anguish and the ensuing tragedies, in-

cluding suicide.  

 

 A funeral, a gravesite or a field of graves represent an object-lesson in complete hopelessness, a 

break of trust in GOD and the immortality of the human spirit. 

 

No halfway positive soul has any sort of interest in the ashes or the process of decay of their discarded 

body and even less interest in remaining at the field of graves or cemetery with its associated sadness 

and heavily burdened minds. But because of a digressive tradition (cemetery-cult) many departed souls 

are virtually compelled to visit burial grounds due to the ignorance of relations and friends of these 

departed souls, because one believes that particularly those sorts of places are suited to remember 

them. 

 

 A picture of the departed one next to a vase of flowers at home would be a desired and pleasant 

location - and not a grave site! 

 This is where one should silently pray for the salvation of the soul. It will be gratefully willing to 

do everything possible to prove itself worthy of GOD’S HELP. 

 This is to take place without any mourning for the departed soul, because the displayed distress is a 

heavy burden and also a hindrance in regards to its development within the realm of the LORD.  

 What departed souls always ask for is to receive help through a prayer coming from the heart and 

not through mourning. 

 This is why an intercession directed at GOD by a person on behalf of a soul in the spiritual realm is 

of very great importance, if it really comes from the heart. 

 

What have you in effect done to the term “soul”? 

 

 

4. 0.   Death sets no limitations   Transmission from the year 1963) 

 

 

Of all the many people living on this Earth, relatively few are aware of their true EXISTENCE. The 

rest are of the opinion that their birth was purely by coincidence and that life on Earth is only a short 

term phenomenon, something absolutely physical and something that couldn’t exist without it. To 

them death therefore is the end of the body and its mental functions. If somebody asserts something 

else he is made fun of. 

 

Ignorance in this most important area of human existence controls all facets of life on this planet. Cul-

ture and politics are guided by this ignorance. This ignorance in regards to the TRUTHFULNESS 

makes it possible that all of mankind can now only live in the shadows of an enormous war machine.  

 

 If there is a TRUTH, one must be able to find it.  
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 A TRUTH must be verifiable! 

   

Wherein lays the problem that in spite of all the technical development in this respect, there is still so 

much ignorance around at all? For a start, it is the complete distortion of the term “GOD”. Even theol-

ogy has completely failed in this respect. No individual person living on Earth is able to comprehend 

GOD correctly. Nobody can get even close in imagining HIS SPIRIT, HIS ASSIGNMENTS, HIS 

ACTIONS and HIS PERSONALITY. GOD remains unattainable and incomprehensible to any mun-

dane mind. - This doesn’t mean that GOD didn’t show concern for mankind. HE took care of every-

thing. There is an enormous ORGANISATION in place for all the tasks that deal with the existence of 

mankind.  

 

 Those that call GOD, call on his spiritual ORGANISATION. 

 Those who want to be with GOD will belong to his ORGANISATION IN THE FUTURE. 

 Those that expect help from GOD will receive it through HIS ORGANISATION. 

 Those that are judged will be judged by his ORGANISATION. 

 

Death doesn’t constitute an end! - The might of this ORGANISATION of GOD is practised by souls 

that are within the REALM of GOD. The might on Earth is practised by people that are within the 

physical realm. And as man is mentally connected with the cosmos, his thoughts can be influenced. 

 

We should not forget that the devil is an anarchist! He tries to destroy mankind. Beyond that, this de-

struction is directed at the whole divine UNIVERSE. Those who live in ignorance and do not concern 

themselves with the TRUTH can easily become willing labourers and war lackeys in the service of the 

devil. 

 

 Every individual retains his or her experience. They don’t learn a language to then simply forget it. 

They don’t develop abilities to simply loose them. The more individuals learn, search and work on 

themselves, the better they are equipped for the future.  

   

Death is only a short transient sleep. - After leaving the physical body and awakening in the spiritual 

dimension one finds that everything that has anything to do with the mental side of life is still present. 

But the soul can loose its freedom. This is the greatest punishment that can befall a soul after a life on 

Earth. If a soul has lived according to the tenets of the divine ORGANISATION it will find that a large 

part of the universe is accessible. Mind you: Even thou they might never have travelled outside of their 

hometown whilst living on Earth, these souls will be able to travel all over the world. On account of 

telepathy, they will not need an interpreter and as invisible citizens of the Earth they will be able to see 

and understand everything. 

 

 What is of importance is that you have FRIENDS in the spiritual world that will faithfully stand by 

you. Many people think about their future here on Earth, but they forget the future in the spiritual 

realm. 

 

 

5. 0.   They know what they are doing   (Transmission from the year 1959) 

 

 

When a child is born it is considered ignorant and dumb in the eyes of people. It can’t remember any-

thing because it has no prior experience. - This is how the human existence begins. 

 

If someone dies, it is in the eyes of people only a lifeless piece of physical matter, something that can’t 

remember anything. Thereby the human existence allegedly comes to an end. This opinion is ex-
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pressed after only a cursory inspection of the facts; because what is hidden cannot be seen, it can only 

be assumed. 

 

 But for anything “BEYOND” the SPIRITUAL WORLD it is at your disposal and it will willingly 

give you information about all the secrets that concern your own existence. 

 

You believe that you can do whatever you like and if an earthly law doesn’t happen to forbid some-

thing, you make good use of this freedom. But you know exactly what you do and you also know that 

most of it happens to be a great injustice!  

 

A child is born out of the flesh. But the spirit, the soul comes from the realm of GOD. An infinitely 

complicated process interlocks the soul with the flesh on the day the child is born. But this soul, fore-

ordained by GOD to enter the child must leave all its memories behind, just like someone leaving their 

hair at the hairdressers. The child can’t remember anything anymore, because the memory is stored 

within the cosmos until the soul returns to the REALM of GOD. 

 

But when a person dies, he leaves his or her body behind, exactly the way a child’s soul leaves its 

memory substance behind at birth. This process takes place in a way that is invisible to the physical 

eye, but in many cases at such a speed that the person that has just left its body behind like an empty 

sheath, still perceives what happens with its former casing. In many cases a prolonged sleep sets in and 

it lasts 3-4 days at the most. 

 

All of this sounds like a fairytale. Besides, there are a lot of educated people that have dissected corps-

es in all manner of ways to measure or to weigh this mysterious process called “soul”. But it was all 

for naught: they couldn’t find or ascertain anything. But I ask you: could your forebears from about a 

hundred years ago have measured or registered your telecasts? It is a lot harder to register a soul - but 

in spite of that there are a number of ways to do this! But this fact is kept a secret or denied through 

lies.  

 

 Don’t allow yourselves to be led astray through anything, no matter how many objections are 

raised.  

 

I tell you: 

 

It is a far better thing to be regarded as stupid or superstitious than to believe those blockheads that 

proclaim to know everything better and make fun of you. 

 

 All the things you have achieved during your earthly existence will be placed on GOD’S SCALES - 

and woe is me, if the sins weigh heavier than the good deeds and thoughts! 

 

The REALM of GOD is increasingly endeavouring to spread the TRUTH about the real reasons for 

man’s existence. But unfortunately there is only one spiritual way for the spiritual realm, the way there 

is only one physical way for the people on Earth for the incarnate life. But there are opportunities for 

ETHEREAL encounters. 

 

We will not abandon our MISSION until the last soul has reached SAFETY. We are in the SERVICE 

of the LORD. It is the divine WILL of GOD that every soul will be guided to him, but this without 

trespassing against anybody’s right of self-determination. - 

 

Any coercion in this respect is against the WILL of the ALMIGHTY! 
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6. 0.   About life in general   (Transmission from the year 1975) 

 

 

Well, if it still very difficult to believe in a personal life after death, then is has certainly something to 

do with one’s views on life in general! 

 

The sciences still haven’t managed to investigate life as ENERGY.  

 

I will give you a technical example to explain this scientific blunder. Let’s take the case of an engine 

for instance. This engine receives its supply, giving it its energy. This engine doesn’t just run on its 

own accord, but it also drives some compound machinery connected to it. But if this compound ma-

chinery sudden fails due to wear and tear it doesn’t necessarily follow that the engine also stops!  

 

In a sense, life behaves in a similar fashion. The engine, as it were, represents the soul; it receives it 

energy supply from the cosmos. The soul receives a compound machine, namely the physical body, 

which in turn serves as an instrument for the soul. The engine represents life and this life continues 

even after the compound machine (physical body) breaks down or is missing altogether.  

 

Life cannot die; it can also not be destroyed. This therefore means that the soul is immortal, but from 

time to time has a physical instrument at its disposal, namely the earthly body that is connected to it. 

 

 When a person dies, only the physical body is affected, but never the soul, it actually equals life. 

 

The scientific mistake consists in the fact that one assumes that life represents an individual energy 

produced by the physical body. One therefore assumes that this energy one calls “life” cannot exist 

anymore once the physical body ceases to function. This enormous mistake makes it impossible for the 

sciences to reason beyond death. Every thought, every assumption, yes, even every piece of knowledge 

based on experience is completely blocked, yes, even cut off. - 

 

 Life has nothing to do with death, is exists anyway! 

 

Only the connection between the earthly body and life can be switched off - and the engine continues 

to function undamaged. This connection to life is not as simple as it is for instance the case with elec-

trical current. 

 

 The connection between the body and life is unimaginably complicated. All the consciousness pro-

cesses within the soul are related to it. 

 The body of a human being or of an animal represents an absolute parallel to the soul.    

 

When you die you separate from the body, but not from the soul. The personal SELF actually is above 

the soul! GOD the CREATOR keeps the pot boiling, it is SUPPLIED by GOD. This is why people 

continue to exist within the spiritual realm, even if they have no need for earthly substances (matter). 

 

Once scientists have finally come to understand this process, man’s existence will be differently treat-

ed and esteemed. 

 

 Life is the most precious thing that exists throughout the universe. 

 Life is not linked to time, it is even inalterable. 
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Therefore there is only death for the physical body, when it is separated from the immortal soul, but it 

is never the generator of the enormous ENERGY one calls “life”.  

 

This conclusion brings the whole atheism to its knees. - It is complete nonsense! 

 

7. 0.   Probation   (Transmission from the year 1964) 

 

 

Well, many a person complains about his fate. He compares his life with the life of others and finds it 

quite unjust that he is worse of than the other. But man is here on Earth to learn! What he doesn’t take 

into account is that life continues after death. He also doesn’t take into account that life on Earth is 

akin to going to school, which in turn is suppose to prepare him for a grand life in other regions.  

 

 Those who do not learn anything whilst here on Earth will occupy a very miserable place within 

the spiritual realm.  

 

Life on Earth therefore represents an important period of probation.   

 

 The harder fate treats someone, the stronger his resistance will become and if he ends up the win-

ner, he will be well equipped for other ASSIGNMENTS. 

 

The constant battle with the challenges life has on offer sharpens the weapons. Most great men had to 

strife for life. 

 

 No knowledge is ever given away. It has to be earned! 

 

But those who think that lady luck selects its darlings of fortune are wrong. Every single one has the 

same opportunities. The difference being the shape and the time the opportunity knocks on someone’s 

door. It could even take place within another life on Earth. Those that happen to be millionaires on 

Earth this time around might be pitiable pauper in another lifetime. 

 

 The probation is the deciding factor, because it establishes the level of maturity.  

 

You have no reason to be envious of the standard of living of your fellow man, because it is no indica-

tion of his or her level of inner maturity. There are people that remain highly humane even under the 

most primitive conditions. But there are also people that degenerate whilst living in luxury.  

 

It always depends on someone’s inner attitude. What is of utmost importance is that one has an inner 

impetus. One must strive forward. One must have the determination to be a progressive and good per-

son in spite of all the dangers and obstacles.  

 

 If you want to go to “heaven” you have to make an effort yourself, you have to strive for heaven, 

that is to say, strive for spiritual HEIGHTS. 

 

But there are situations that are triggered by your fellow man. It can happen that one or the other 

doesn’t harmonise with their fellow man, because he is a villain. This villain can denigrate his fellow 

human beings and prepare them for hell. What is called for here is to: keep one's countenance!  

 

 The conduct towards one fellow man is also a test the candidate ought to show merit in. He should 

not allow himself to be dragged down, even if attacks are of a negative nature. He who fails is not 

mature enough! 
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Many people are embittered and maleficent, because they have been push in that direction. But they 

are basically great losers, because they have let themselves go. They actually have shown resistance, 

but this in a negative form. It is a great challenge for people to not to get involved in hatred. It 

shouldn’t happen that someone fails his difficult tests of probation and travels along the same negative 

path the other side has indicated to them. One should never forget that one is a human being and that 

this asks for the highest commitment this world has to offer, it is relevant throughout the universe.  

 

 To be human means: To approach GOD! - This can only take place through continuous probation. 

Life represents more than just a temporary guest appearance on this Earth. 

 

 

8. 0.   A parable from the hereafter   (Transmission from the year 1958) 

 

 

Listen well, 

 

because you have to test everything with your own mind to see if it can be according to divine MOR-

ALS. 

 

Everyone has their own mind and it is organised in such a way that you could achieve anything with 

ease if you would allow a MASTER to sharpen it. Every mind is like a precious stone, but it is not 

recognise as such, because it has to be worked upon and polished first for it to show lustre. And life 

provides this polish! - But only if one trustfully turns to a MASTER that knows how and carries out 

the polishing of such precious stones to their highest perfection. And this MASTER is called: JESUS 

CHRIST! 

 

The CREATOR has produced the stone and also prepared the mounting. But CHRIST is the MAS-

TER, called upon to polish it, if you come to him and ask. He always likes to do it and all he asks for in 

return is your LOVE. 

 

 What use are all the sciences of the world and all the know-how, if you cannot comprehend one 

singular INDOCTRINATION, the most important one of them all? 

 

There is no DEPUTY for this MASTER, because he represents the DEPUTY of GOD and thereby the 

DEPUTY of the CREATOR. This MASTER, with his many, many JOURNEYMEN and APPREN-

TICES, all of whom help and polish according to the indoctrinations and experiences of the great 

MASTER, according to their talents and LOVE they have for their difficult and responsible work, is 

also your MASTER! 

 

 It is of no great importance whether this stone is polished by this or the other POLISHER in this or 

the other workshop. What is really important is that this stone in polished in a way that is pleasing 

to GOD and once the stone is really beautiful and brilliant, GOD will give it the appropriate, won-

derful and noble mounting. 

 

Those with ears listen up, 

 

because this is one of the LORD’S parable, the way he told us himself! This is the parable about 

GOD’S INDOCTRINATION here on Earth:  
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The workshops on Earth, the journeymen and the apprentices aught to be fair, they should not endeav-

our to be in competition with one another, but should always be mindful to achieve the best possible 

work. They should not praise their own work, but remain humble and modest. But they should exhibit 

their workmanship, so that everybody on Earth will wish for such a polish and will do everything in 

their power to achieve it. One cannot polish a human precious stone with empty words and with prom-

ises. Its brilliance, fire and its light isn’t acquired overnight either. It has to be polished carefully and 

with great patience. 

 

 You will only find those PRECIOUS STONES within the SPHERE of CHRIST that have been pol-

ished with the toughest means, they beautify GOD’S PALACE! 

 

Take all of this into consideration and do not make any changes to the words that have been given to 

you from these REGIONS. Because it is one of your shortcomings, namely not to accept and hand 

down the TRUTH they way it is given, but your false ambition always encourages you to change and 

to falsify everything on Earth.  

 

The TRUTH doesn’t need to be changed! 
 

But if it isn’t the TRUTH, do not hand it down at all. 

 

 

9. 0.   About the MISSION   (Transmission from the year 1971) 

 

 

Well, man doesn’t just live for his own pleasure in this world. He should redeem himself, because he is 

immortal and continuous to live after his earthly existence, even if at times he doesn’t have a physical 

body at his disposal. 

 

 He who believes that he doesn’t need redemption will have to bear the consequences for his wrong 

outlook. Those with a sound mind will contemplate and recognise the chance on offer here. 

 

Everyone in this world has the same chance; it makes no difference whether they are coloured, white 

or any other colour. 

 

 Man can redeem himself in any circumstances, that is to say, improve his spiritual STANDING. 

 But negative people and negative intelligences and powers of a spiritual nature try to hinder him 

from doing so. 

 

Whatever someone experiences and whatever difficulties have to be overcome, whether he’s having a 

good time or whether he will spiritually regress depends entirely on himself, it certainly isn’t preor-

dained! 

 

The effect karma has on anyone is completely different than the way it is usually portrait.  

 

 There is no kismet, no preordination for individual people. A preordination, a progress according 

to the PLAN of divine POWERS exists only for groups of people.  

 

Do not allow yourself to be confused through absurd expositions about karma! - 
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Priests also often make the mistake of talking about a predestination people apparently can’t avoid. A 

simple worker can redeem himself just a well as a Nobel Laureate of Science. To be good or to im-

prove is an individual affair. 

 

But mind you: Every human being has a MISSION! - Work in itself is no MISSION! All of these ef-

forts taking place on a daily basis, are relatively feeble or energy consuming. Most MISSIONS are 

generally not recognised by people and also not paid attention to. There are large and small MIS-

SIONS; but all of them are immensely important for the development of planet Earth and mankind. 

 

 Those that set themselves a task or select a task and recognise that it is important for mankind are 

confronted by a MISSION!  

 The true MISSION is an unimaginably divine FORCE. This FORCE conquers everything and can 

even defer death, avert or even heal dangerous illnesses. But a MISSION must become a conscious 

affair, otherwise it will lack endurance.   

 

Great explorers and inventors have developed an unimaginable endurance and spiritual energy to ob-

tain their objective. They sometimes didn’t recognise the fact that they were dealing with a great MIS-

SION; all they saw was the assignment and the goal. But those that recognise their MISSION have an 

advantage; they have SUPPORT from the hereafter. The SUPPORT from the hereafter also needs the 

human consciousness to be able to make contact. 

 

 You have to realise that demons combat every redemption and any progress. It is therefore im-

portant to recognise that one is working on a MISSION.  

 

Even a street sweeper has a MISSION and it’s not just a dirty or ordinary assignment, because he ren-

ders a service to mankind. But what garbage collector has ever thought that he is also engaged in a 

MISSION? - Allow yourselves the luxury to consider this carefully and you’ll be able to understand 

your life better: Service to mankind!  

 

 

10. 0.   About age (1)   (Transmission from the year 1964) 

 

 

 

Well, mankind applies yardsticks when it comes to the question of age. There are naturally cases 

where the life cycle comes to an end either earlier or later; but under normal circumstance the lifespan 

of an individual has certain limitations, it however varies between peoples and races.  

 

People want to experience as much as possible within this limited timeframe; they want to have and 

enjoy beautiful things. To achieve this, all of their thoughts and endeavours are directed at making 

money. 

 

 What are lacking here are important cognitions, because man is not aware of the duration of his 

lifespan on Earth and apart from that he can never ever take money with him to the so-called here-

after, it would be of no use there anyway.  

 

The younger generation do not grudge the older generation anything, because they worry that the el-

ders take something away from them, something they have seriously strived for. They are of the opin-

ion that the older generation have their life behind them, whilst theirs is still ahead of them; hence they 

are supposed to have a larger claim on a better life on Earth. 
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This is an enormous error stemming from absolute ignorance.  

 

A person can be very old, far beyond one hundred years of age, but that doesn’t mean life is over, be-

cause the spiritual LIFE extends unimaginably far beyond one’s demise here on Earth. Therefore there 

is no age in a sense the way one imagines it erroneously.  

 

 There exist various levels of maturity, but there is no reason to discriminate against age.  

 

It might well be that older people become physically and sometimes also mentally insecure. But the 

length of one’s life on Earth is not affected by that; because what you make life out to be is wrong! - 

You are of the opinion that life ceases after death; but it only just begins. Life in the physical, we are 

talking here on Earth, is only limited and all perceptions are restricted.  

 

 You commiserate age, but not the person! 

 But in reality you ought to honour and admire age, because an old person stands in front of the 

DOOR behind which exists a REALM you just cannot imagine.  

 

Doctors and researchers, not believing in anything but their hypothetical art, try to prolong life. They 

don’t ask whether they torture the dying person by doing so. But if they were equipped with the right 

KNOWLEDGE, they would forebear from doing these experiments just as soon as they’re aware that 

they would not gain absolute results with it. There is no age and also no demise of the spirit. There is 

only development, planned advancement and also a return to life on Earth. 

 

The older people are done a great injustice if one regards them as worn-out timepieces that belong on 

the rubbish heap. If older people’s interest in certain things stops, it represents a sign that they are al-

ready in a process of change and place more importance in spiritual things.  

 

 Old age is not a miserable condition, but represents a divine PRECURSOR to the spiritual LIFE!  

 

The older person is faced with responsibility and justification. Every second of one’s life, even at a 

very advanced age, is important, because they could be seconds of redemption, of going within, of 

oversight and of self-criticism, in as much as one wants to go along that line. An old person had to pass 

many, many tests, but a young person has all of that in front it. Whether he’ll be successful in dealing 

with all the challenges is questionable. 

    

11. 0.  About age (2)   (Transmission from the year 1964) 

 

 

Well, youth is of the opinion that they have the advantage. Youth is serenaded, praised and envied. Is 

this correct? - Does youth actually have such a prerogative over older people? 

 

I say: No! 

 

The assessment of youth, actually of the whole human age thing is a misguided analyses. Especially 

the great civilisations have regarded old age an inescapable evil. Many people make the mistake of 

mourning the passing of their youth. In reality it is actually the complete opposite. Youth is really at a 

disadvantage when it comes to age. 

 

 This situation is unfortunately not correctly recognised, because mankind is lacking the necessary 

insight. 
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The older person has his experiences which brings with them a certain maturity. He is not enslaved to 

his passions and sexuality to such a high degree anymore. He gradually detaches himself from the sins 

of the flesh. This in itself is an advantage, because it shores up his judgmental capacity and leads the 

spirit more towards objectivity. Youth will still be confronted with disappointments, it still has to ab-

solve the difficult path of self-experience. In addition there is the powerful attraction of eroticism, 

which can conjure up difficult situations for people and can retrograde their development to a large 

degree. Old age is beautiful, not necessarily in regards to external beauty, but because of its inner ma-

turity. Those that have recognised the meaning of life correctly and are informed about life after death 

to some degree, are already head and shoulders ahead of inexperienced youth, which have the difficult 

process of gaining maturity still in front of them. 

 

 He who would like to exchange old age for youth is a fool who would like to surrender something 

precious for something immature and undeveloped. 

 

The older someone gets, the closer he nears the proper, superlative LEVELS. He stands in front of the 

DOOR of the spiritual realm, whilst youth still has a very long way in front of it, exposed to thousands 

of temptations and dangers, threateningly blocking their development. 

 

Youth is attacked from all sides by demons and their temptations. They lack the control and the expe-

rience to oppose these attacks victoriously. Therefore youth has certainly no reason to underestimate 

the aged and to consider their life-situation as deplorable. 

 

 Age is in reality already a divine CONDITION, one that takes matter’s fictitious might away and 

allows the spirit better control instead.  

 

Unfortunately youth is not enlightened at all about the relationship between the spiritual maturity of 

the aged and the immaturity of youth. This is the reason why youth doesn’t see the maturity that comes 

with age, but only sees used and worn-out physical matter. 

 

 Man is judged by his appearance and not by his inner spirit. 

 

The older generation only finds the corresponding attention by the young ones, if it doesn’t take too 

much of an effort or if there are sufficient assets present that might find their way into their hands. 

 

The aged are about to enter the spiritual world and those that have managed to achieve a positive stage 

of development and knowledge, will have an unimaginably sublime and wonderful life in front of 

them, something youth should only have the highest respect for. These people have reached the zenith, 

whilst youth still stands nearly helpless in a deep valley of distress. The autumn of life ought to be a 

“golden autumn”, because the harvest can promise to be full of opportunities, if man really wants it 

and strives for it! 

 

 

12. 0   GOD’S HELP   (Transmission from the year 1963) 

 

 

Well, you believe that the great crises in the world have been eliminated through the excellent efforts 

of your political leaders. I have to disappoint you in this respect: 

 

 The crisis’s have been mitigated to a great extend through the concentrated INSPIRATION of the 

positive SPIRITUAL WORLD. 
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Man believes to be the master over his existence. He cannot come to terms with the fact that there is a 

higher INTELLIGENCE in charge of him, one that observes and sometimes prods and guides him. I 

believe you when you tell me that it is difficult to believe in these invisible spiritual powers. But who 

exactly prevents this visibility and the perception of these divine INTELLIGENCES? 

 

The greatest enemy of the spiritual realm is rejection. 

 

 Because of his doubt and especially because of his UNGODLINESS, man destroys all the ties that 

exist between matter and spirit. This is the reason why these people cannot gather any experience 

within this field of knowledge. 

 

The atheist and the ungodly doubter make any supernatural inspiration impossible. They distances 

themselves from the positive SPHERES and opens up their spiritual receiver station to the inspirations 

of darkness. 

 

 God therefore only helps higher developed human beings.  

 

But you look at the throng of those you know very well that they are committing an outrage. But you 

would still like to be in their shoes, because you are of the opinion that they are doing extremely well. 

You miss the thunderbolt that is supposed to strike these transgressors on their head. - But if you knew 

just what’s still in store for these evildoers you would shudder and certainly not wish to trade places 

with them. Even the last breath they’ll take here on Earth is such a dreadful experience for these people 

that I lack the words to describe it to you. The whole agony of the human misery is concentrated with-

in a few breaths - and the bitter end follows close behind. These are no threats, but the results of an 

entire life on Earth. There is no entity within the whole universe that is capable of overriding this di-

vine LAW. It is as definite and relentless as physical death.  

 

 The situation is completely different with those people that have shown just a little good will. They 

receive GOD’S ASSISTANCE deservedly. Nobody can change this LAW and therefore this divine 

HELP is a certainty.  

 But he, who acted throughout his daily existence within GOD’S PLAN and accepted the SOR-

ROW of this MISSION like a cross, will be guided into the spiritual realm by an ANGEL and no-

body throughout the whole universe will be able to hinder him. This is also one of those LAWS 

that applies in life and in death. 

 

Well, I’m quite aware that these messages will be regarded in many quarters to be fantastic tales. But 

that doesn’t change the content of these messages in any way. The divine LAW of REPARATION is 

the only redemption out of the self-inflicted dilemma.  

 

 But be assured that the reparation asks ten times the effort from you than sinning ever did. 

 

One certainly cannot expell GOD’S LAWS from the universe with a simple Church confession. No 

priest is empowered by GOD to override HIS LAWS. These LAWS are effective to their fullest extent 

for him also.  

 
Therefore do not allow anybody to promise you something no human being can keep! 
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13. 0   Age without limits   (Transmission from the year 1972) 

 

 

Well, the life of people is limited. All of mankind is guided by this yardstick and as life is relatively 

short, everybody is always in a hurry, because they don’t want to miss out on anything. Everything is 

just not fast enough for them. But due to false religion and scientific errors this yardstick is incorrect. 

In reality there are no limits for the human consciousness; is extends way beyond death. 

 

For human beings old age has something of the macabre about it, because it is connected with decay 

and results in death. People know not enough, actually hardly anything about their own existences. 

Almost everybody is of the oppinion that death extinguishes life and therefore also the consciousness 

and that they are then not aware of their own existence anymore. It is therefore quite “illogical” to 

learn something at an advanced age or to show an interest in HIGHER THINGS. But this is something 

so deplorable that I can’t find words for it. 

 

 Scientists have established that strenuous spiritual work keeps the body young. The activities of the 

brain develop substances that are released within the body like a rejuvenating medicine.  

 Apart from that contentedness plays a big part, because disharmony and discontentment make you 

ill. 

 

Unfortunately all of this doesn’t interest people very little, because according to their opinion there is a 

limit to age. One asks oneself: “Why should I try to learn something new, if everything comes to an 

end with death?” - 

 

But one would come to completely different conclusions if one knew that the spiritual life only just 

begins after so-called death. Consciousness, the senses and feelings are much more pronounced after 

“death”, one might say even superlative. This is why it is really worth one's while to know a great deal, 

to learn a great deal and on top of that to work on oneself and to be concerned about everything. 

 

 Every spiritual effort is not in vain, because it means more than just a healthy balance sheet in a 

bank, something you can’t actually take with you into the spiritual realm!! 

 

We endeavour - always endeavour - to give you good advice. This is why I say to you entreatingly:  

 

 Please activate your spirit! Never tire of informing yourself about everything.  

 Do not apply false yardsticks! 

 Do not set limits when it comes to age! 

 Remember that your soul is immortal and therefore outlasts death! 

 

You don’t advance within the spiritual realm by being stupid! Doubters say: “If this is true, I’ll get to 

hear about it soon enough”. But they’ll gain nothing by this, because the damaged their ignorance has 

caused, cannot be equalised anymore. 

 

Even the smartest philosophers have not managed to find out why mankind exist on Earth. They will 

not be able to do so, because they have set themselves limits; namely the limits of age, followed by 

absolute death. 

 

 Absolute death only exists in regards to matter, never for the living spirit! 
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The meaning of life is to continuously develop HIGHER and to participate in divine CREATION. But 

to do so, man needs experience, something he can gain very well on Earth. He can even convey his 

experiences telepathically to other people on Earth and thereby help them after death! 

 

 

14. 0   About the fear of death   (Transmission from the year 1957) 

 

 

There are various levels and kinds of deaths.  

 

Death is something that scares people, because they regard death to be the final stroke, something man 

cannot avoid in any way or fashion. Man bethinks to allow a few exceptions, but not restricted to a 

lifetime that takes place before one’s birth. This is why man believes that he didn’t exist before his 

birth. He erroneously is of the opinion that death ends his existence - and the circumstances revert back 

to the way they were before birth. Herein lays the whole mistake, affecting even scientific delibera-

tions. 

 

Just because someone misplaces something during their lifetime doesn’t necessarily imply that he 

won’t find it again one day. If someone loses the register of sins of a previous existence for valid rea-

son, he can certainly recover it if he is actively looking for it! But what do most people do on this 

Earth: They think and act in a way that adds fresh transgressions to old ones.  

 

The forgiving of sins by the LORD consists only therein, that man, even in the hereafter, will not be 

reunited with the sins of his previous existences. But this doesn’t redeem him from his sins, because the 

sins of his last life on Earth accompany him across and he is confronted with the exact same level. He 

starts again from the beginning and most of the time will ask for a new life on Earth to once again try 

this process of redemption.       

 

But man believes that all of his sins will be forgiven all at once, if he prays for this to happen.  

 

This is a mistake! 

 

When somebody dies, many different things can occur during their demise, he can die either peacefully 

or he can go through absolute agony and thereby terrify all those present. - 

 

I will tell you just how this comes about: 

 

The devout Christian knows that he will continue to exist in ANOTHER WORLD and is not afraid 

that his existence will be destroyed, because something like that doesn’t exist. But there is more to it: 

The god fearing, devoted Christian separates his soul, that is to say, his astral body gradually from a 

physical body that is not fit to continue a viable existence on Earth. But during this state of separation 

he will already experience a strong connection with the world of the hereafter. He becomes highly psy-

chic and already sees his GUARDIAN ANGEL and the brilliant beauty of the appropriate sphere. At 

the same time many, many souls sing wonderful melodies, accompanying the reception. All of this 

makes the deceased glad and happy and he leaves this world at peace with GOD. - He becomes trans-

formed! 

 

But the infidel materialist, villain or egotist will become just as highly psychic when dying. But he sees 

black spirits that gibe him, make threatening gestures and pull dreadful faces, because they have their 

fun with him due to his fears and because torturing people have always been their concerns.  
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The dying person sees the sphere that he “earned” for himself and also prepared for. He sees the 

shapes and creations of hell like a drunkard or drug addict, whilst a decent Christian experiences the 

heavenly, brotherly love already during the process of dying. 

 

Quite often a fatally ill person has had a glimpse of the hereafter already (Resuscitated people) but 

with GOD’S HELP managed to regain his health. But unfortunately one gives their narratives no credit 

and believes that the critically ill person fantasises due to fever. - 

 

I can assure you: This is no imagination!  

 

 

15. 0   The secret of death   (Transmission from the year 1959) 

 

 

Well, you make fun about life after death, but you fear the extinction of your own existence. The very 

thought of limited existence makes you insecure and ill. This erroneous appraisal of your own exist-

ence alone makes it possible for your despots and fellow human beings to threaten you. An already 

present fear is heightened to superlative stature. This superlative fear of the uncertainties of life and 

death gives politics and evil all the powers they need to rule over you in a most merciless manner. 

 

The believe in GOD is on its own not enough to take this terrible fear away from you. The believe in 

HIS authorised ENVOY here on Earth, namely JESUS CHRIST is not capable of guaranteeing you 

security of existence and your triumph over death. - But where is the last bit of evidence? 

 

What do you know about the secret of death? The moment a person disappears from your field of vi-

sion and his body is reduced to ashes and returns to the earth, he ceases to exist for you. GOD sent HIS 

angels to proclaim to you: “You must not be afraid!”1 You do not believe in these angels because you 

can’t see them all. But CHRIST said in his days: “Amen, amen, I say onto you: You will see the heav-

en open and GOD’S angels going up and coming down on the son of man.2  - However the general 

public doesn’t see any of this. But numerous private circles and many mediators, respectively medi-

ums, enjoy very close contact with this MESSENGER of GOD. 

 

By what means is GOD supposed to convince you about the eternal existence of spiritual life? With 

violence and catastrophes, with “wonders”, with epidemics, with the end of the world or with an ex-

cess of affluence? - Nothing would suffice to take away your fear of dying.  

 

 Knowledge about life after death is the greatest REALISATION and RELIGION that can ever be 

imparted to you! 

 

CHRIST demonstrated this fact in a most impressive way. But it happened so long ago that you are not 

willing to believe it anymore -, nor can believe it. 

 

 The absolute REALISATION that the human existences cannot be extinguished by death, brings 

with it the inevitable realisation that one has to bear responsibility for everything one did during 

one’s lifetime! This is the actual rationale man baulks from and not from a death that extinguishes 

everything. 

 

 
1 Matthew 28:5, Luke 1:13 and 30:2 + 10 
2 John 1:51 
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Every person on Earth, including the primitive native, knows that he or she make mistakes and thereby 

acts against the inner voice of his or her own conscience. But they don’t take the fact of a continuous 

existence with its inherent responsibilities into account, but count on the absolute obliteration of their 

consciousness and with it all malpractices. 

 

If every human being were good and righteous and lived according to the will of GOD in Christian 

LOVE, they would have no fear of dying, because they would not have to worry about responsibility, 

or having to face GOD and HIS helping ANGELS. 

 

But unfortunately the chain of sins is very large here on Earth. Und this chain of infinite sin is the ac-

tual reason why nearly every ordinary person, but also every king and priest, every leader of humanity 

or scientist is fearful of the fact that life after death with it associated full responsibility might just be a 

reality. 

 

 

This is where conscience suffers a short circuit. This is where human beings, faced with his many 

shortcomings, intentionally rejects the TRUTH and shakes it off like a wet poodle shakes the water out 

of its wet coat. They prefers to die eternally than to take responsibility -, but this is utter nonsense!  

 

 

16. 0   About dying   (Transmission from the year 1968) 

 

 

Well, for every living human being dying is an eerie event, because he hardly knows anything about it. 

And unfortunately fails to acquire any knowledge about it! 

 

Let assume somebody lies dying. What happens in a situation like that? 

 

The process of dying represents an enormous change within man, because the soul extricates itself 

from the body. The physical body ceases to function. The organs cease to be viable and the physical 

STREAM of ENERGY collapses - and eventually stops altogether. As this STREAM of ENERGY, of 

cosmic origin, keeps the heart muscle active, the heart stops beating. This LOSS of ENERGY makes 

the soul fight for its earthly existence. The consummation of the soul’s energy is abnormal: but the 

body has also exhausted its last reserves, it also extricates the last energy reserves of the soul and this 

to such a degree that the soul cannot continue to be effective. 

 

Once the connection with the body has been severed, the soul slowly recuperates. Only now does the 

soul receive fresh ENERGIES from the cosmos and after its resuscitation will have all of its energetic 

SOUL POWER at its disposal, giving it the opportunity to exist completely realistic in regards to its 

senses and consciousness. This allows the soul to live more concentrated in regards to its senses, and 

more actively than it was possible in the physical body. The discarded body was a significant benefi-

ciary of that SOUL POWER, which is now solely at the disposal of the soul. 

 

The philosophical and psychological mistake therefore lays in the fact that one unfortunately assumes 

that the physical body supplies the soul with the necessary ENERGY for its functions; It only gives the 

body as much as it needs to maintain its detection system. It is very important to understand that the 

soul can also function completely independently. The physical energy differs from the soul’s ENER-

GY.  

 

 Death therefore only shuts down the physical functions, but never the soul’s ENERGY, which in 

turn recharges itself like a battery. 
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This become quite apparent under narcosis where the physical energy within the body is not affected, 

because the organs within the body continue to operate. But the ENERGY of the soul is certainly af-

fected; it interrupts the detection system of the body.  

 

The ability to think and the whole consciousness of man is considerably heightened after disembodi-

ment. This is the reason why the otherworldly can smell better, see better and absorb all of the percep-

tions of the senses much better.  

 

 This makes it obvious that death does not represent a shutdown, but an increase of all the process-

es of consciousness!  

 

The death of people has something scary about it and because of the general lack of knowledge it does 

a lot of harm.  

 

 Those in the know about these things live more peaceful lives and are more confident, but above all 

without fear. This allows them to develop freely and light heartedly. The knowledge about life and 

death and above everything else about what follows death is immensely important. This knowledge 

is a MEDICINE that cannot be replaced by any other means! 

 

It is quite incomprehensible why scientists simply ignore this fact. 

 

These important INSIGHTS belong to the elemental sciences.  

 

They actually have priority over all other knowledge!  

 

 

17. 0 Otherworldly FRIENDSHIPS   (Transmission from the year 1963) 

 

 

There are people that harbour an immense fear of death. They are the ones that are of the opinion that 

they are faced with complete dissolution. They cannot remember what happened before they were born 

and now believe that they will return to this state of non-recollection. 

 

This is a grave error! 

 

 The memory is wiped out at birth, but not after physical death, the passing over to the SPIRITUAL 

WORLD.  

 

And then there are those that also have considerable fear of death. They already believe in a life after 

death in ANOTHER WORLD, but still fear the actual process of dying. They imagine death to be 

something horrible, because they have never learned the TRUTH about this process.  

 

This is also a grave error! 

 

I can say to all of you: 

 

 There is no reason for this fear, because death will always come as a liberator.  

 

It is even a very ceremonious moment for believers, respectively the knowledgeable. If the body had to 

suffer great pain for instance, a sudden painlessness eventuates as a result. The soul comes to a peace-
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ful rest. The body cools down and then goes numb. The soul has a feeling of becoming very light; it 

hovers without the sensation of gravity. In this condition, whilst the soul is leaving the body but has 

not quite left it completely, man becomes clairaudient and clairvoyant. He disengages the contact with 

the physical and consolidates the contact to the spiritual world. 

 

But nobody of good faith is solely depending on themselves. This is actually the great advantage for 

the positive, for the decent person. Many of his FRIENDS arrive to HELP, to give him solace and a 

feeling of security. This is why I beseech you: You must have FRIENDS within the realm of the LORD, 

FRIENDS that stick with you and anticipate your arrival with LOVE! How does one cultivate these 

FRIENDSHIPS? I will reveal it to you: 

 

 Before everything else man must endeavour to become a decent human being, in spite of any barri-

ers. The otherworldly FRIENDS will join him when they realise that the determination is strong 

and positive.  

 Man on Earth must work on himself with all his might! He must recognise his mistakes. - He must 

know when his thoughts were wrong. - He must know whether he assesses his environment correct-

ly.  

 But above anything else man on Earth must be true to himself and keep his good resolutions. It 

isn’t that important whether he’s devout and whether he prays at every opportunity. It is far more 

important that he practices self-criticism! 

 

Let’s take a smoker for an example: He’s trying to keep the vow of abstaining from this disgusting and 

dangerous vice. He makes a number of attempts to give up smoking, but he doesn’t succeed and starts 

again and again. It will not work like that. - The otherworldly FRIENDS can see that he’s unstable and 

that he can’t keep to his vows: they realise that he will treat other people more than ever like that also, 

because man on Earth loves himself the most. This sort of behaviour makes man on Earth loose his 

otherworldly FRIENDS and negative souls gather around him. Is this really worthwhile? - Whatever 

the otherworldly FRIENDS ask of their friends on this side isn’t really too much, is it? But trust is the 

basis of any genuine friendship. This is a divine LAW! This is why we encourage any positive co-

operation. We are pleased if we’re able to welcome a new friend, one that believes in us - and one that 

is willing to prove it!!    

  

 

18. 0   The Alpha and Omega on the GRACE and LOVE of GOD   (Transmission from the year 

1957) 

 

 

You foster animosity between the brothers and sisters you mourned in a previous life. You meet them 

again in the present, but because you don’t recognise them, you despise them, subjugate them and mis-

treat them. You foster animosity against those you once loved, but now you allow them to starve and 

waste away. - Those that helped you in your greatest hour of need and stood by you faithfully in a pre-

vious existence, shared your joys and sorrows, you recompense with enmity in this life. You foster 

hatred and contempt against good people, people that have done you good. - 

 

You federate yourselves instead with those that have thought of killing you in a previous life, tortured 

and tormented you, denounced you during the inquisition, and allowed you starve mentally and also 

physically. 

 

The GRACE of GOD makes it possible for all of you to live a new life on Earth! 
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Instead of bettering yourselves you sit down with your antagonist at your favourite table and blas-

pheme GOD. You meet the reprieved at every turn, but the memory is gone and the body has a differ-

ent appearance. People that have done you good hundreds of years ago, which you meet up with again 

today - without realising it - and which stand by your side with their help, teach you the WORDS of 

GOD and remind you of the great LOVE of the SAVIOUR, you reject and ridicule! 

 

 The indoctrination about reincarnation is the Alpha and the Omega of GOD’S LOVE. 

 Reincarnation is a GRACE! 

 

You, living here on Earth now, were your own ancestor in the past, your forebear - and you bear all 

the attributes of your love and your sins from your own past lives. You lament your fate, but in reality 

you accuse yourself. You ask: “What have I done to deserve this?” - You bring home your wages and 

the harvest, something you have sown thousands of years ago of your own volition, freedom of choice 

and responsibility.  

 

All of humanity on Earth would hardly be viable, it would be heavily degenerated and damaged and 

battered in body and soul, it would be an indescribable misery, if GOD in HIS infinite WISDOM and 

LOVE with HIS many HELPERS would not work in a curative way day and night, hour after hour and 

second by second. - Lucifer would surely triumph over you! 

 

But you accept all of these invisible happenings and acts as a matter of course, without giving them 

another thought, without thoroughly informing yourself about these areas. 

 

You vaunt yourself about having a beautiful body, unblemished skin or pure blood. You take pride in 

yourself when you overcome an illness very quickly or when science helps you in the name of some 

invisible GOD. But unfortunately you don’t know anything about the real world, or anything about 

divine EVENTS even doctors take their hats off to and remain silent. - 

 

You enjoy divine PROTECTION every second of the day, without it you would be lost, not just on this 

side, but even more in the hereafter. But how do you behave towards yourself in this life and in your 

treatment of others? 

 

 The further one distances oneself from GOD, the harder it is to find one’s way back. Every step 

away from GOD has to be dearly paid for! 

 

Those that cannot believe in the ORGANISATION of a personal GOD anymore, at least know just 

how far they have distanced themselves from their CREATOR.  

 

 But in regards to believing in GOD it may not be a pseudo belief, but it can only be evaluated by 

OBJECTIVE TRUTH! 

 

 

19. 0   About death   (Transmission from the year 1968) 

 

 

Well, thoughts about death are for everybody something disagreeable. One prefers to avoid anything 

unpleasant.  

 

Church religions try to alleviate these unpleasant thoughts by promising salvation if one is prepared to 

believe. How often does REALITY look entirely different than first thought? But in any case, salva-

tion has nothing to do with “eternal sleep”. 
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 Under no circumstance is there an “eternal sleep” for anybody, not prior to birth and also not 

after death. 

  

Indeed there are small periods of time, where people need time out to recuperate, where the spirit also 

demands some relaxation. But life after death has nothing to do with “eternal sleep”. This opinion rep-

resents quite a considerable mistake.  

 

Compared to the regions of the spiritual realm, life on a planet is very restricted. The spiritual spheres 

on the other hand are superlative. They are a hive of activity - and besides, the disembodied souls are 

assiduously active on behalf of your development. Lounging around only happens in the lower spheres 

and on your Earth, because there are people who were lazy during their life on Earth and naturally 

bring this laziness into the spiritual realm. This is a regrettable standstill. - 

 

 There would be no more wars, if responsible humanity would know more about death and if it 

would know more about life! 

 

But amongst the responsible of this humanity, I mean the leaders, most are of the opinion that death is 

akin to “eternal sleep” from whence there is no awakening. This is a terrible nonsense! 

 

But one has heard from somewhere that there is a COURT of LAW in the hereafter that will sit in 

judgement over every soul. Even thou we’re dealing with a fact here, this also seems so ghastly that 

you relegate it into the realm of fantasy. This threat alone is enough to reject any religion like that. It is 

an understandable piece of escapism, because man is fully aware of his sins, vices, failures, lack of 

responsibility and his ungodliness.  

 

So that man doesn’t completely pull away from Church and Temple, one invents favourable misinter-

pretations and excuses. One promises salvation. One absolves sins and one forgives these sins for ap-

propriate payments. Well, one goes even further by saying that there was no reason for anxiety, be-

cause the SON of GOD has taken on the punishment for everything negative by proxy on behalf of 

every Christian. Every person would be spared the whipping and a painful death sentence. They would 

therefore gain access to heaven, the highest spheres, where only ANGEL and good people dwell. 

 

One could gain the impression that evil, GOD’S antagonist is doing this, because this version of bless-

edness is hair-raising! 

 

 The path to heaven is naturally never blocked; but it can only be travelled on by man alone.  

 

There is no proxy available for man! Everyone must amortize their own guild, the way CHRIST ex-

plained. CHRIST never proclaimed that he was going to stand proxy for every punishment meted out. 

He did indeed ask GOD, the FATHER to forgive the accusers and tormentors, but he never had any 

assurance that GOD was actually prepared to do so in this case, to allow this enormous guilt to go 

unpunished. 

 

 Death releases man from the fetters of matter, but under no circumstances does it end man’s exist-

ence!  
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20. 0   The resurrection  (1)   (Transmission from the year 1969) 

 

 

Well, mankind needs to be elucidated; but it will unfortunately not listen to a HIGHER AUTHORITY. 

Nonetheless, the REALM of GOD is unswervingly trying to make it clear to the people on Earth that 

there is such a thing as life in another dimension. 

 

The resurrection of man happens in that otherworldly dimension; it is a conscious event that contains 

all the memories and experiences made during one‘s lifetime on Earth. But with all feelings and the 

sensory organs completely intact. There are only a few exceptions where the sensory organs are tempo-

rarily not intact. This happens to people that were enemies of human society during their life on Earth.  

 

Churches that cling to words and switch off any normal logic, do not have a sensible concept about the 

hereafter and the resurrection of man; but they demand from their followers that they accept their con-

cepts to be the truth, accept them without criticism and without contradiction. This is why many people 

think that the resurrection in the Christian doctrine according to the bible takes place in their old flesh. 

This opinion might be incredible, but it is fairly wide spread and is also common amongst priests.  

 

This is why I will explain to you today what resurrection is all about. It just might be that prejudices 

and traditions might doubt this explanation. But it happens to be the TRUTH from the SPHERES of 

the divine LIGHT. 

 

 CHRIST was a great medium and a major TEACHER. He didn‘t experience a resurrection after 

the crucifixion but simply regained consciousness. CHRIST possessed immense mental reserves 

enabling him to survive his „fatal“ injuries. The SANTINER cared for him and accommodated him 

in one of their spaceships. 

 

This was no „Ascension“ and no „resurrection“ the way the Church imagines it to be! 

 

 A resurrection in the flesh only happens with a reincarnation, that is to say, with a renascence based 

on natural laws. 

 A spiritual resurrection, that is to say, an awakening of the soul within the spiritual realm is based 

on eternal NATURAL LAWS and has been around since the beginning of human existence. This 

resurrection is not CHRIST‘S remuneration, but is part and parcel of everyone‘s existence! 

 

For hundred thousand and more years, man has awakened over again in the spiritual realm and also 

over again returned to Earth through incarnation. 

 

It isn‘t that only devoted people resurrect; whether good or evil, whether healthy or ill; everyone dies, 

spiritually survives this death, awakens and recovers in the so-called hereafter. In this respect, every 

human being is dependant on the GRACE of CHRIST. 

 

 CHRIST also experienced the spiritual resurrection after his death, it took place a number of years 

after his crucifixion. 

 

I’ve told you already that mankind will not be told; it prefers to believe unproven explanations by fa-

natical or stupid, mindless priests than taking notice of a vital EXPLANATION from the HIGHEST 

SPHERES of the spiritual realm. - 

 

But we have no objections to the Easter celebrations! 
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21. 0   Resurrection (2)   (Transmission from the year 1975) 

 

Well, natural laws are compelling. - One of these natural laws states: Everybody must die. - The dura-

tion of life on Earth is uncertain. Many Churchgoers think that GOD determines the length of a life. 

This is a mistake!  

 

 The length of one’s life depends on biological circumstances. 

 

GOD however joint two things, namely the soul and the body. Man should not separate this wonderful 

union, because he has no right to decide over life and death.3 Church religions still haven’t grasped 

this, but misinterpret many indoctrinations.  

 

 GOD doesn’t join a couple in marriage, but allows them their free will to choose their respective 

partners by themselves.   

 

But death casts a constant shadow over the whole existence of man. The leaders of nations and people 

utilise this fear of death. Wars develop, which represent an untold effrontery and mortification in the 

eyes of the CREATOR! 

 

 But GOD doesn’t interfere. 

 HE doesn’t force people to do something that they don’t want to do of their own volition. 

 HE doesn’t prevent bloody battles for power and possessions. 

 HE waits with infinite PATIENCE for man to return to HIS spiritual realm. 

 No human being is redeemed through force by GOD. Everybody must recognise and choose this 

path of their own accord! 

 

Almost everybody believes that the demise of the body also represents the death of the soul. This view 

was already prevalent during biblical times. This is why CHRIST repeatedly taught that people will 

enter the GREAT HOME after their life on Earth, which represents their actual home.4  

 

Those that take the bible literally maintain that with his resurrection CHRIST gave definite proof that 

man resurrects after death, if he is willing to believe in CHRIST. The spiritual realm naturally repre-

sents the GREAT HOME for man; but it has good and dreadful apartments. Just where one ends up 

depends entirely on man himself. 

 

The situation where a dead body comes back to life once the soul has left it never happens. To bring a 

“clinically” dead person back to life can only take place if the soul has not yet finally separated from 

the body. But there is a resurrection and it applies to everybody, no matter whether they do believe in 

GOD or CHRIST or not! Even whether people are good or evil doesn’t matter! 

 

Every human being experiences resurrection with their soul! 

 

 

Many religions preach that resurrection is only possible to a select group of people. This is nonsense! 

- Physical man cannot resurrect at all, only the soul can when it separates from the physical body and 

thereby becomes independent. But if we’re dealing with resurrection in the flesh, we are talking about 

 
3 Matthew 19:6, Mark 10:9 
4 Luke 16:6,  John 14:2 + 23  
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reincarnation, namely the rebirth on Earth in the physical. But this resurrection is the application of a 

natural law for everybody. But the length of one’s stay within the spiritual spheres varies. 

 

The expression “Happy Easter” means: The soul doesn’t experience death! 

 

 

 

22. 0   About Easter   (Transmission from the Spheres of Light) 

 

 

Well, Christian Easter is a festival to remember the resurrection of the MESSIAH. Unfortunately the 

phenomenon of human resurrection after physical death does not have the attention this event actually 

deserves. Many people in fact believe that the resurrection is a phenomenon that only applies to 

CHRIST and that it represents only a vague prospect for everybody else. One believes that man will be 

awakened from death at a completely undetermined point in time - when GOD calls. 

 

This is a very regrettable mistake, one that causes a lot of uncertainty in regards to questions of faith. 

 

 Everybody is subject to the same LAWS of GOD and HE doesn’t allow any exceptions!  

 

The way your great TEACHER CHRIST resurrected (after his physical death), every human being 

regains consciousness immediately after their disembodiment. But CHRIST appeared to people. He 

was visible to all that knew him - even after his disembodiment. - This is the major exception, there-

fore the actual phenomenon of resurrection. CHRIST, as your ICON, wanted to establish with this 

action that his INDOCTRINATIONS have absolute validity. 

 

But it is a mistake to believe in his resurrection, but not apply it generally. Not everybody can make 

themselves visible to others after their disembodiment. But in regards to resurrection into conscious-

ness, this phenomenon must be generalised, because it represents an irrefutable LAW of GOD, one of 

great importance. 

 

The Churches are responsible (!) for the TRUTH; they can and may not falsely interpret such im-

portant facts at their own discretion.  

 

 The soul is immortal, therefore death cannot touch it.  

 But the body represents a temporal, limited instrument to the soul, one that is exchanged every now 

and then.5  

 In any case, resurrection applies without exceptions. But an actual apparition of the soul happens 

very seldom. 

 

In as far as CHRIST was concerned it wasn’t just a case of becoming visible, it was in fact a semi-

materialisation the disciples contributed some of their psychic powers to. Easter is not a celebration of 

the Nazarene’s resurrection, but a spiritual, respectively a special occult phenomenon.  

 

But the visual appearance of a disembodied soul should be a visible revelation to you, indicating that 

the personal consciousness isn’t extinguished. All of this happens not as an unnatural miracle, but ex-

actly according to completely natural LAWS of GOD! We are not dealing with an isolated case here, 

because amongst highly psychic native tribes, these apparitions happen even today, amplifying their 

fears of spirits.  

 
5 The physical body of the soul is replaced by reincarnation. 
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Easter really ought to give everyone the assurance that his SELF cannot die, but that only the decaying 

body is threatened with death. 

 

Church doctrine doesn’t preach an immediate resurrection. This is regrettable and causes a lot of sor-

row amongst those left behind. The way the Churches portray the resurrection is a very vague promise, 

because only those that believe in CHRIST are called upon to resurrect on “Judgement Day. -  This is a 

mistake! 

 

 Even those people that do not believe in CHRIST are not excluded from immediate resurrection; 

they are subject to the same NATURAL LAWS!! 

 

 

23. 0   Immortality   (Transmission from the Menetekel from the year 1969) 

 

 

Well, most people do not believe that the immortality of the human soul is really a fact. One naturally 

assumes that the personality of man is completely nullified and voided, because the body dissolves and 

disappears from one’s view. This is a very uncomfortable thought, one that people prefer to ignore. 

This is why they don’t want to know anything about death or the secret of death. Whatever goes 

against their own version is therefore also rejected. Mankind is slowly going to rack and ruin because 

of this mistake. 

 

There are people placed in high positions that find the thought of a sudden end to their powerful life 

especially painful. They want immortality, but they don’t know how. This leads to all sorts of specula-

tions. There are intellectuals that profess to know everything and they have a quite distinct concept of 

immortality. The best thing for them is probably to have lots and lots of children, therefore an endless 

stream of direct descendents, guaranteeing some kind of immortality. One finds comfort in continuing 

to live in one’s children, one’s blood relatives.  

 

Others, privileged individuals in excellent positions have the notion that the best and safest way to live 

on is through their personal works. One is satisfied when one’s reputation and one’s name gains a kind 

of immortality in the land and the whole world. This is prevalent in the field of music, literature and 

also the sciences; but many of them are actually lauded, even though their works are completely nega-

tive, yes, may even contain the greatest errors. 

 

A yearning for immortality is very ardently prominent amongst the leaders of mankind, namely politi-

cians. They pull out all stops to become a part of human history, but most of the time are not in a posi-

tion to positively fulfil this desire. These people are in a state of confusion. There are a number of lead-

ers who know all too well that by positive means, that is to say with good works, no immortality will 

be achieved, because they are not capable of these good thoughts and deeds. But they do not deviate 

from their desire of immortality. Something that can’t be achieved by positive means will therefore be 

accomplished through negative behaviour, even if one serves the devil by doing so. They are satisfied 

if they can make history as one of the greatest despots and despiser of humanity and thereby gain leg-

endary immortality. - There are even criminals that complete devote their time to a criminal career just 

so they can enter the annals of criminology. The craving for recognition goes beyond death. 

 

But all of this is unfortunately a lot of nonsense, because it has nothing to do with true immortality! 

 

 There is only one kind of immortality, namely a recurring existence after death in another dimen-

sion.  
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 Concerning the immortality of the body, there is the rebirth of the flesh in a different blood. 

 

There are scientists, military personnel and all kinds of artist in the hereafter that would prefer to de-

stroy their works and monument, if only they could! 

 

All the great religious denominations in this world have unfortunately no answer to the question about 

immortality. 

 

 It is utter nonsense when one asserts that people are given just one life on this Earth!  

 

 

24. 0   Questions and answers 

 

24. 1   About atheism in the world 

 

 

Question : What is so attractive about atheism that makes so many people fall for it? 

 

ELIAS : Atheism takes away people’s inner moral inhibitions. Atheism helps people get rid of 

their complexes. It is unpleasant to have an invisible WITNESS to all of one’s actions 

and thoughts. They believe that the beauty of their new “religion” is that they can do as 

they please and this without WITNESSES and without responsibility. 

 

  Such a WITNESS (GUARDIAN ANGEL) is in reality very important to people, because 

when they die, he helps them cross over successfully, a bit like helping someone alight 

from a train. The WITNESS is here so that the disembodied person can cope. 

 

  Dying comes in various forms, but a halfway decent person has nothing to fear, he has 

HELP!  

 

 

24. 2   Basic views on death 

 

 

Question : What can you basically tell us about death? 

 

AREDOS : Put all uncertainty aside, because death only represent a change in your situation. But 

death allows you to retain all your mental acquisitions, all that mentally exists, that is to 

say, all experiences, memories, all sensory perceptions, your mental capacity, your lan-

guage and your individuality. Only your body looses all its heaviness and physical disad-

vantages. By the way, you retain your body, but it is of a different COMPOSITION, the 

one you’ve always had. 

 

  There are different LAWS in your OTHER EXISTENCE and you have to abide by them. 

There are no exceptions. The POWER of the GREAT PLANER is incomparably greater 

in the realm of total spirit than in the realm of the physical - the realm of rigid LIGHT. 

Therefore live, so that you may live forever, but do it correctly!  

 

Question : What is life? 
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ARGUN : There is no death as such, but there are changed circumstances. Everything that moves is 

life. Even a stone has life within. Everything was created through GOD’S LOVE and 

WILL. Only the physical falls away from man’s existence, he remains alive in spite of 

that! 

 

Question : Why does the general public show so little interest for life in the spiritual world? 

 

ELIAS : Life in the spheres of the hereafter is more significant than life on Earth. Every human 

being, without one single exception, must inevitably go to these spheres. When they do, 

they will stand there ignorantly and will find it difficult to find their way. Furthermore 

these people believe that only exceptionally decent and pious people can resurrect in the 

hereafter, whilst the others remain in darkness, completely unconscious.  

 

  Man finds death objectionable; man fears death and finds everything related to it unsym-

pathetic. He doesn’t want to hear about it, even if it’s dealing with the hereafter. Beyond 

that, the hereafter is denigrated and derided by individuals of reputable character.  

 

Question : Most people have not the same opportunities to receive instructions the way we have here 

with you. These people are of the opinion that everything is completely over after their 

demise. They therefore say to themselves: “Why learn more because we do not need it 

anymore”. - How do you see this? 

 

ELIAS : I’m aware of this. Many older people just sit there and sleep their time away, even though 

they’re still able to absorb information. But they’re not worried about anything. 

 

 But I stress emphatically that even the very last minute should be utilised to educate 

oneself and to work on oneself. Because these are the things that can be rescued 

across. The physical has lost its value by then anyway! 

 

Question : Why are so many highly sensitive people called away from Earth? Aren’t they important 

people! 

 

AREDOS : Theology has dispensed the mistake that people are call away by GOD. If a person dies 

here on Earth, he is not call away but subject to a completely natural process. If the body 

ceases to function so that the soul cannot connect with it anymore, the body and the soul 

separate. It doesn’t matter whether the person dies of natural causes or by force. 

 

  Good people do not just die nowadays, this has never ever been any different. New peo-

ple always have to continue the work of others. This will always be like that. The death of 

these people has nothing to do with karma. - If a person had to be called away premature-

ly, this villain would have nothing to cheer about! 

 

Question : Schoolboys and schoolgirls were asked whether they believe in a life after death. They 

answered that they couldn’t imagine that one continues to live “up there” facing an old 

man who is supposed to be “God”. What do you say to this answer? 

 

AREDOS : This shows very clearly how miserably the Churches failed.  

 

 The hereafter is not an “up there”, it actually starts directly here on Earth!  
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If you had spiritual eyes, you could observe how the otherworldly look over your shoul-

der to see what you were doing - they can also hear your thoughts speak. It is a constant 

coming and going. 

 

 Earth is finite. - The hereafter is infinite and void of time. 

 

But the hereafter represents a certain MODEL for planet Earth: There are mountains and 

lakes, trees and flowers, houses and gardens to be found there and the people there be-

have the way they do on Earth.  

 

 GOD is not an old man, but an enormous CONSCIOUSNESS with tremendous CRE-

ATIVE POWER. 

 GOD represents the whole MEMORY of nature! 

 

When people arrive in the hereafter they’re not confronted by GOD, but by otherworldly 

people who serve GOD. There is of course JURISDICTION in the hereafter. If many a 

leader was aware of this, there wouldn’t be another war on Earth and hardly any criminal-

ity.  

 

It is quite incomprehensible why the Churches do not believe these messages. Whatever 

priests have conjured up thousands of years ago is declared sacred and taboo. But if 

someone has the courage to criticise these inaccuracies, proceedings are instituted against 

him. In this respect theologians behave the same way as the questioned students: They 

talk about GOD as if HE was a person and they also talk about “up” and “down”. 

 

 

24. 3   A better word for “death”    

 

 

Question : Is the word “death” actually justified? 

 

ARGUN : Divine CREATIVE POWER is continuously tapped into and misused, this is particularly 

taking place on your side. When the positive bring LIGHT to the negative, they immedi-

ately place a barrel under it so that they can draw off this LIGHT and then exploit it in a 

negative way. “Death” is exactly the right word for the negative entities here and in the 

hereafter. These people have no more feelings for LOVE or for another person. Besides 

that “death” only means called away, that is called back. 

 

Question : What term would be the best to name death? 

 

ARGUN : Separation of the soul! - Death is that, which allows the memory to die. Everything else is                  

LIFE! 

 

Question : Almost all of humanity has completely false concepts about the word “death”. How can 

one rectify this error? 

 

ELIAS : The word “death” means the disintegration of the physical body. The soul is dismissed, 

respectively released; it returns to its GREAT HOME, because it actually only came to 

earth to enrol in the school of life. All of you have died many times if we talk about the 

disintegration of the physical body, because the body is actually quite often replaced and 

this without your knowledge. You don’t mourn after every cell of the body that dies with-
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in you. Death is therefore a very earthly term denoting the dissolution of the physical. But 

as far as people are concerned, they begin a NEW LIFE, one that plays out in a complete-

ly different dimension. 

 

Question : The word “death” is distorted and thereby hinders all of humanity from making real pro-

gress. What do you say to that? 

 

ELIAS : It doesn’t just represent death when somebody dies and leaves their body back on Earth 

and thereafter enters the spiritual realm, but it represents a spiritual resurrection at the 

same time. But when a child is born on Earth, it doesn’t just represent death, a farewell 

from the hereafter, but a spiritual and carnal resurrection in the physical. These are the 

most important developmental events of man. Herein lays the whole sense of the human 

existence. - Think about this carefully! 

 

 Instead of “death” one should preferably call it “de-soul”, this would coincide with 

the truth more closely. 

 

For people on Earth death means as much as: Now everything is finished! 

 

 When the body is “de-souled“, the contact to the soul changes within the body. A 

SPIRITUAL TIE that connects the soul to the body tears. But nothing changes with 

the soul itself initially, only the body is switched off.  

 

There is vegetative life. There is also life with a soul. It can happen that a human body is 

kept alive in a vegetative state through the miracles of medicine, whilst the soul is already 

quite some distance away from the body and total separation has already taken place. You 

would say that the person concerned never regained consciousness. Even thou a person 

might move about, breathe, eat and drink, nevertheless that the soul might have departed 

already. - This person then lives purely vegetatively! 

 

The word “death” is never really appropriate in regards to human beings; it leads to the 

wrong conclusions. The medical error lays in the fact that the sciences unfortunately as-

sume that the soul represents a temporary production of the body. 

 

 

Question : Could one also say: Man has returned to his original home? 

 

ELIAS : Man takes leave from his familiar body, which has served him for such a long time. He 

withdraws from the range of perceptions of his fellow man, whilst they’re not outside of 

his range of perceptions. There is nothing one can say against the term “went home”, be-

cause after one’s earthly demise one does go to the place one actually belongs to and 

where one’s FRIENDS are.  

 

  The concept one could denote as general looks comparatively speaking like that: The cap-

tain in control of a fully booked ship wanted to ignore an iceberg, because he could only 

see the tip of it at an assumed save distance. The largest part of the iceberg lies invisibly 

beneath the surface of the ocean. The hereafter is completely ignored in the same way. 

People don’t want to see what this life is all about. CHRIST already wrestled with the 

same problem and this is why he used parables so that they would understand him. 
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  It happens very seldom that people have the gift of actually thinking in an abstract way. 

Therefore one can explain something to these people only with concrete, pictorial con-

cepts. - Contemplating the hereafter must also be learnt! 

 

Question : If someone is called away, he leaves behind a circle of relatives and friends here on Earth. 

As we have come to know, a deceased can remember between four to five past incarna-

tions. The circle of relatives and friends of these people must have assumed enormous 

dimensions? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, my friend, that is for certain and he loves all of them in spite of that. Together they 

constitute a large CIRCLE of FRIENDS. Everyone looks after everyone else to then pull 

them to the LIGHT. 

 

 All of those that are positively disposed towards you are around you. 

 

 

24. 4   Fighting ignorance 

 

Question : Most people imagine death to be the definite end of their consciousness. This is where 

ignorance has to be challenged. How do you see this? 

 

Answer : Death is not a tragedy for those who experience it, only for those left behind. There is no 

reason to feel sad when somebody steps from the darkness into the LIGHT! All the sor-

row is in reality only distress because of a loss you are personally involve in. - 

 

  But surely the tears are not for someone that has really been liberated, because he has 

chosen the better deal. For instance, the departed doesn’t suffer from the illnesses of the 

human body and the ravages of these illnesses anymore. He is now able to develop all the 

talents he’s been blessed with and is able to express them free from any shackles. He is 

now able to serve those that desire it. 

 

  You only miss their accustomed presence. You long for the person you no longer see. But 

reality is always present, even if it isn’t perceptible to your eyes.  

 

  Look beyond the world of perceptions, beyond the five immature, incomplete windows of 

the soul6 and try to gather something of the TRUTH that comes with the knowledge of 

spiritual REALITY.  

 

  Death has no power over life. Life always triumphs and the one you love has never left 

you. The truth is that death actually brings him closer to you in spirit. 

 

  I’m aware that this is hard for you to understand. You live in a physical body, in a physi-

cal world and you see everything with physical eyes, all the glory of the spirit is veiled 

from view. But when one day the veil of secret has been lifted and when you open your 

spiritual eyes, you will espy the glamorous brilliance of a NEW LIFE. 

 You will live to see that there is perfect compensation for everything and that divine 

JUSTICE reigns wisely over everything. 

 

 
6 Through incarnation the physical body of the soul is exchanged. 
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24. 5   The unknown creates fear 

 

 

Question : Why is it that so many people fear death so much? 

 

ARGUN : Because they believe that not even the least bit of them will remain. They doubt a spiritu-

al existence. They’re not comfortable with this theme and this is why they are not dealing 

with the TRUTH. They deceive and dupe themselves by simply making fun of it; because 

they reject any divine EXISTENCE. This is why most of the time they pursue their earth-

ly goals without scruples. But once they reach more advanced years their conscience 

starts to stir. 

 

  As I mentioned once before: The Churches are not entirely blameless, they don’t have 

representatives of the TRUTH. They all prefer to act on behalf of lies and this is why true 

KNOWLEDGE and the TRUTH are relegated to last place. Unfortunately GOD’S 

WORD is falsely taught. Unfortunately this continues from generation to generation 

without change. 

 

Question : Many people say: “There is no GOD, because there is such painful suffering”. 

 

ELIAS : The genetic mould of man has been severely damaged over many generations. The causes 

for this are to be found in an excessive way of life and all kinds of exaggerations. The 

degradation of the environment also plays a part these days. The air is fouled up, the wa-

ter is contaminated and garbage keeps pilling up. All of this leads to pathological chang-

es. There are after all boundaries where man can decide whether it makes sense to con-

serve a life. In such cases those affected are better off in the spiritual realm. But who’s 

going to believe that? 

 

 The fear of dying is a mistake! - However, man must have a reasonably clear con-

science. 

 

Question : Tremendous fear reigns because of our ignorance. Will this ever change? 

 

AREDOS  : Death doesn’t represent an end, but only a transformation. The fact that religion cannot 

give an objective opinion in regards to this important question represents a huge gap. We 

go all out to bring you the TRUTH and to explain the mystery of death correctly to you. 

Immortality makes no exceptions; it is a LAW that applies to every human being. 

 

  Because human beings tend to delve into everything, they will also solve this puzzle of 

their own accord. This will result in an enormous shock that will affect all of mankind. A 

completely NEW WAY OF REASONING will come about after the initial shock. 

 

Question : Can one or should one fear death? 

 

ELIAS : Fear is natural, what is of importance is the “how”. A positive life has an effect on one’s 

hour of death. The personal GUARDIAN ANGEL can also make one’s death easier. But 

those that lived a negative existence, can consider themselves alone, even thou they are 

observed. 
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Question : The spiritual realm represents a strange land to everybody, a land they have to travel to 

one day. But people do not orientate themselves. If one would write a travel guide for the 

spiritual realm, what would you write in the first sentence? 

 

ELIAS : A soul separated from the physical body ought to allow the NEW to draw near, complete-

ly humbly and open mindedly and faithfully believe in GOD’S JUSTICE. The person 

concerned ought not to make any comparison with earthly things and approach the NEW 

freely and openly. Naturally a completely new existence begins. 

 

 

24. 6   Elucidation about the mystery of death 

 

 

Question : One of the most important questions is: What happens at the precise moment when some-

one closes their eyes and is pronounced clinically death? 

 

ELIAS : I’m aware that we are dealing with a cardinal question here: 

 

 Everybody must be absolutely aware of the fact that he or she is subjugated to a high-

er AUTHORITY not only here on Earth but also in the hereafter. 

 He must also be aware that he or she is an immortal soul. To have a soul means: 

ETERNAL LIFE! 

 

  If man didn’t have a soul, he would roam this planet emotionless but certainly not without 

intelligence. He would be a robot. Consciousness would be one of his peculiarities, but it 

would be a life based on reactions and reflexes. 

 

 It will once again be the sciences - the worst enemy of COGNISANCE - that will fi-

nally complete the circle and thereby clearing the way to GOD. But this will happen 

completely unintentionally. 

 

The spiritual FORCES have always had a hard time to carry their point across against the 

materialistic and egotistic way of thinking. 

 

Question : Many people are of the opinion that they will soon enough realise whether they will con-

tinue to exist or not after their demise.  

 

AREDOS : Everybody will eventually realise this. But one’s otherworldly position will then have 

nothing to do with one’s earthly position. It grades every individual differently.  

 

 Under certain circumstances, man can loose centuries of his DEVELOPMENT! 

 

Question : What actually does “died” mean? 

 

ELIAS : To be dead means as much as being separated. The result of something being separated 

usually means two parts. In this case we’re dealing with body and soul. It means that the 

soul is released from its carnal bondage. 

 

Question : Does anything unusual happen when this takes place? 
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ELIAS : The soul gains better perceptibility and the thought process is faster in the spiritual realm. 

The blinkers of mental prejudice fall away. One’s interests shift, because the life sustain-

ing organs no longer exist and money has lost its value. Spiritual interests gain priority; 

but only with those willing to make use of them. 

 

  The psychoanalysts Sigmund Freud and C. G. Jung are only partially correct, because 

they lacked the spiritual KNOWLEDGE. But people equipped with that KNOWLEDGE 

are made fun of.  

 

Question : Within what time frame does the soul leave the body? 

 

ARGUN : This varies. It depends on whether we’re dealing with a materialist or a good DEIST. - 

Materialists die an indomitable death. But the DEIST is helped. Most of the time the un-

godly do not want to separate from their body and that leads to agonies. 

 

Question : Just how can we best inform our fellow man about the mysteries of death? 

 

AREDOS : Most people are aware of what’s going on in regards to politics, the sciences etc. but un-

fortunately have no idea of what goes on throughout the universe. At the most they’re 

aware that the sun has solar flares or they observe similar events. All the things man can-

not perceive with his normal senses can be revealed to him through psychic means. But 

man rejects this INDOCTRINATION. The mystery of death is one of the foremost IN-

DOCTRINATIONS coming from the universe.  

 

  It isn’t your assignment alone to report about it, but the assignment of the spiritual realm 

also, which makes every effort to verify all of this. But you ought to accept these IN-

DOCTRINATIONS. You shouldn’t fight against them and not hinder these psychic 

REVELATIONS. 

 

 It is therefore your main assignment to familiarise your fellow man with the possibil-

ity of supernatural COMMUNICATION. 

 

Teach them the facts of psychic COMMUNICATION with the hereafter. All other prob-

lems will solve themselves and relax, if more people than ever before are convinced of 

this important TRUTH.  

 

 There is no death, only ETERNAL LIFE! 

 

The mistake starts with religion: The various denominations teach that there are people 

that will be awakened one day, that is to say, go to heaven. On the other hand there are 

people that go to hell, to remain there eternally. Human thought is reluctant to accept that 

and this is why one isn’t interested in the hereafter and religion. This is in fact a senseless 

and dangerous fallacy, one that can’t be condemned severe enough. 

 

 There is no death, only a transformation! 

 

What is actually wrong here? Is the word wrong or is the term attached to the word not 

correct. - I don’t think that the word is always wrong. When the word was formulated one 

thought of something entirely different. Who tells you that with the word “death” some-

thing else was meant? I mean that one actually meant “transformation”, whilst people 
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then substituted the term “nothing” in its place. Herein lays the error! A change of term 

must be strived for here. 

 

Question : We are experience over again that people are just not in a position to imagine a life after 

death.  

 

AREDOS : There is a UNIVERSAL LIFE for every human being, one that isn’t just limited to this 

Earth. - Every life develops in stages and is divided into various forms. Life on Earth is 

therefore one stage and also a special form of an enormous existence. People return over 

again to their ORIGINAL HOME after they die, namely to the regions of the spiritual 

realm. Through divine GRACE man can acquire a borrowed body, allowing him a life in 

the physical world. 

 

 The reason for the inability to understand lays in one’s unwillingness. 

 

The world offers millions of corroborations that the soul isn’t just immortal, but that even 

actively participates in earthly life, even if the soul is situated in the hereafter. 

 

Human beings strive for a good life, but unfortunately not for their own perfection. On 

the contrary - they set everything possible in motion to prevent this perfection -, and the 

devil is there to help them.  

 

Native tribes experience contact with decedent people on a daily basis, but they are very 

much afraid of them. But alleged civilised people say that the natives are “daft”. This rep-

resents a total discrimination against a natural psychic phenomenon. 

 

Question :  Are all people psychically gifted? 

 

AREDOS : • Every human being is psychic! Psychic communication is the original language of    

  universal life. 

 

  Everybody is inspired by spiritual entities living in the hereafter on a daily basis; I mean 

to say nearly at every opportunity. Everyone is telepathically connected with the spiritual 

realm and a mental BRIDGE develops.  

 

Question : When we look at dead people we find their facial expressions to be exceedingly varied. 

Some of them look very peaceful, whilst on the other hand others look disfigured. What is 

the reason for this? 

 

ELIAS : The dying person already perceived the hereafter. What he observes naturally impresses 

him very much: A good person already sees very beautiful people, but evil people see 

people with grimaces and they are very much afraid of them. 

 

Question :  Why do old people and the dying fantasise so often? 

 

ARGUN : Old people talk to themselves, because they can concentrate so miserably. This is why 

they express their thoughts verbally. The souls of dying people are slowly loosened up. 
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24. 7   Is man called away by GOD? 

 

 

Question : When somebody dies of natural causes one tend to say: “GOD has called him away”. Is 

this correct? 

 

ARGUN : No! - Death follows along the lines of natural LAWS. 

 

 If somebody dies in this way or that way, sooner or later, it has under normal circum-

stance nothing to do with GOD’S WILL. 

 

  In many cases the spiritual realm can grant HELP and PROTECTION, but the spiritual 

realm is not responsible for someone’s death and nearly powerless anyway. But HEAL-

ING FORCES from the spiritual realm can certainly have an effect from there. 

 

  Death represents the entry into the spiritual realm, because then the spirit releases the 

flesh. One can also say that the physical capitulates to the spirit. Everything happens ac-

cording to GOD’S LAWS. Foreordination will call you at the appropriate time. 

 

Question : Are there cases where a human life is prolonged by the will of GOD, even thou its allo-

cated time has lapsed? 

 

ARGUN : The mission of human beings on Earth is normally completed after 70 years. After this 

time people hardly ever change. They must therefore have utilised their time for spiritual 

redemption already beforehand. 

 

Question : If someone has reached the age of 50 years but lacks the strength to continue with life, 

can his or her life be prolonged? 

 

ARGUN : This is often the case, especially when the prospect of redemption is a real possibility or 

when an important MISSIONS is to be completed. But this is impossible in the case of 

stubborn, ungodly people. 

 

 

24. 8   Suspended animation 

 

 

Question : There are cases where people are incapable of interacting with their environment, they are 

in suspended animation, therefore practically dead and are artificially nourished. No doc-

tor can say whether they will regain full consciousness one day. Are we dealing here with 

cases of a vegetative existence without consciousness? 

 

ELIAS : Many of these patients do not recognise their environment. They possess a consciousness 

in spite of that, but it’s one that is not capable of perceiving their physical condition. 

Nevertheless these people still have mental, respectively dreamlike experiences. The 

brain produces only very weak waves of consciousness, so weak that they can hardly be 

measured. This state of being only has the prospect of recovery if other brainwaves adopt 

the functions of the damaged or severed nerves.  

 

Question : Is there such a thing as a vegetative existence, whereby a de-souled body is kept alive? 
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ELIAS : Yes, this does happen. But these de-souled bodies only have a limited lifespan.  

 

 The sciences make the grave mistake of not working hand in hand with GOD! 

 

Question : Are you familiar with cases where deceased people have been cremated or entombed too 

early? 

 

AREDOS : Under normal circumstances the time between death and the funeral or cremation is by all 

means sufficient. There is only a difference when we’re dealing with souls of a material-

istic and atheistic attitude. Their separation from the body is a lot harder than the separa-

tion of those that die with faith in GOD and knowledge of the LORD. 

 

 One cannot give a set timeframe for atheists and materialists; it varies according to 

their level of attitude and maturity. 

 There is no danger involved for good Christians or generally good people. Therefore 

the saying: “Those that die in the LORD die blessed”.  

 

Question : Wherein lays the danger when a soul has not yet separated from the body and the funeral 

takes place prematurely? 

 

AREDOS : The soul will feel a kind of mental pain. The illness of this soul will have to be completely 

cured first. This can take quite some time. But fatalities due to sudden accidents, for in-

stance through fire or explosions, damage the soul. - But the healing process will be suc-

cessful in all cases. 

 

Question : What are the disadvantages when the soul has not completely separated from the physical 

body? 

 

AREDOS : The soul will suffer some kind of illness, which will have to be cured first. But we are not 

only dealing with the spiritual UMBILICAL CORD. Besides this SILVER CORD - a 

term you use - there a many other CONNECTIONS of an immaterial form. These CON-

NECTIONS separate somewhat slower in the case of atheists. The separation is some-

what slower in the winter time than on warmer days. It basically takes two to three days.  

 

 

24. 9   Ways of dying 

 

 

Question : Is the way someone dies of significance? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, there is a difference here. If someone had the KNOWLEDGE and led a natural life, 

a life without damaging their own self with an unreasonable lifestyle, the process of dying 

is simple and without excitement and pain. But most of those that leave your world to 

come to the spiritual realm are unfortunately extremely ignorant and therefore helpless. 

There is in addition the fact that many arrive here who have cut short their stay on Earth 

either through an incorrect lifestyle or through suicide. The “fruit of their labour” is still 

unripe. But you are well aware that green and unripe fruits are sour and inedible. This is 

just a comparison but it’s correct. This is why souls have to be nursed and instructed until 

decisions about their fate will be made.  
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 It would be a lot easier if all people had spiritual KNOWLEDGE. The state of the 

body isn’t important when it comes to dying, what is of importance is the state of the 

spirit!  

 

Question : What’s the situation like for souls of religious and good people, if they suddenly die due 

to an explosion or through fire? 

 

AREDOS : These souls also suffer some damage. But as their attitude is positive and not opinionated, 

many of the otherworldly FRIENDS and spiritual HELPERS care for these ill souls, so 

that they gradually gain their health again.  

 

Question : There are unconscious people (coma), kept alive through artificial means without ever 

gaining back their consciousness. What happens to the soul of these patients? 

 

ELIAS : These bodies move through reflexes, that is to say, they live a vegetative existence, but 

this without a soul. Such a soul can already have reincarnated into a new body. Even if 

such a patient wakes up, it might have the appearance that one is dealing with the same 

person. But that doesn’t necessarily have to be the case! - Another person might have tak-

en over the body, one that has a certain similarity in regards to the functions of the con-

sciousness. But if a new soul is successful in adapting to the frequency of the previous 

soul, the consciousness of the previous soul will be at its disposal. 

 

 But difficulties with the switching process can occur. One then talks about gaps in 

one’s consciousness or insanity. It is just a case of taking CONTROL of the correct 

FREQUENCY, because all the memories are stored in the cosmos.  

 

One soul can certainly take over all experiences of another soul if this happens. But after 

some time one’s own self will break through. It is possible and people make use of this. - 

These kinds of cases are possible! Sometimes a soul separates from its body and makes 

room for another one. This is possible because the body is alive. A dead body cannot be 

utilised anymore. Life and consciousness represent two different factors. At the precise 

moment when a soul separates from the body, another soul can take control, if the body is 

viable. But only very unstable souls separate from their bodies in cases like that. 

 

There are souls that take every opportunity of gaining access to a body. They do that be-

fore birth and also with fully-grown bodies. It represents an escape from the hereafter. 

These cases are certainly rigorously scrutinised, because many a soul tries to acquire a 

body it hopes will offer better opportunities and advantages in their fully-grown state.7 

 

 

24. 10   Death by suicide 

 

 

Question : What are your thoughts on suicide? 

 

 

SILBERBIRKE: I cannot advice any soul to behave in a manner that makes things worse rather than 

better. You cannot put an end to your existence on this Earth by doing away with your-

self. If you do it, you will have to pay the full price for it! This is a natural LAW. 

 
7 In times gone by one was better informed about it: One knew about the exchange of souls, but one put the blame with the devil. In our “more enlight-

ened” times one doesn’t believe in this anymore and places everything like that at the feet of superstition. 
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  There can’t be anyone in your world whose scales of life are so unevenly balanced, that 

they haven’t got the energy to overcome the obstacles encountered on the way. I will go 

as far as saying that the obstacles encountered are absolutely necessary for the develop-

ment of their character and spirit! These obstacles are not lessened because you try to put 

an end to your earthly existence. This is impossible, because it’s against the LAW. 

 

  There is no escape from divine JUSTICE in your world or my world. JUSTICE is unal-

terable and its JUDGEMENT reaches everyone according to their mental advancement. 

 

Question : There are times where somebody finds themselves in a situation of great injustice. How 

do you judge these special cases, which do occasionally arise?  

 

SILBERBIRKE: I’m also aware of something like that; you, living in the world of the physical, some-

times shake you head, because you judge these situations with your imperfect knowledge. 

Between certain limits you have your free will and you certainly make use of it. But no-

body can extricate themselves from the effects of the natural LAWS. The straightforward 

exit of the spirit from the physical world to the next level of existence doesn’t release the 

soul from its responsibilities. Isn’t this clear? - No matter how little we know in regards to 

infinite KNOWLEDGE, we have to help you through this knowledge, because we know a 

bit more than you do. 

 

Question : What criteria do you apply when judging a suicide? 

 

SILBERBIRKE: This cannot be answered just like that. It depends entirely on the life lived on Earth, 

but also on the qualities that were developed and the progress the soul made.  

 

 But above everything else it is the motive that decides! 

 

The Churches are completely mistaken when they classify all suicides in the same catego-

ry; this isn’t the correct thing to do. Even thou you have no right to shorten you stay on 

Earth, there are undoubtedly situations and undeniable facts, that is to say, mitigating cir-

cumstances that have to be brought into the equation. 

 

Question : Are there cases where suicide has affected an improvement? 

 

SILBERBIRKE: No, never, because no soul advances by extinguishing it earthly existence. In spite of 

that it doesn’t automatically follow that every perpetrator of suicide is banished for eterni-

ty to the darkest of the dark spheres.   

 

 Every perpetrator of suicide always suffers a setback! 

 

Dare I say that in most cases it could be called a way out for cowards? It is something 

else in the case of the possessed, but these cases represent a minority! Instead of looking 

one’s responsibilities square in the eyes, one grasps for a means that seems an easy way 

out of one’s difficulties. One is of the opinion that one can hide one’s problems with 

darkness. But consciousness is an immortal factor here. 

 

 Everyone is accountable, that is an irrevocable LAW! 
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Question : Is it true that somebody commits suicide because his nervous system is completely done 

in, so that his will to continue with life is lacking? Everything would have to be okay in 

the spiritual world because he has not physical nervous system there.  

 

Answer : I will express myself very carefully here, because I do not wish for you to get the impres-

sion that I sympathises with perpetrators of suicide or that I give those considering such a 

step the slightest encouragement in that respect. My answer purely applies to your ques-

tion whether a nervous system breakdown leads quite often to the denial of one’s respon-

sibilities. If the individual in question had expressed the following in one of the preceding 

stages: “I have done wrong and I take full responsibility. - I’m prepared to accept any 

punishment that can befall a person and I will make no attempts to escape such a punish-

ment. - I will fulfil my obligations…”. If he would express himself in such a way, his 

problems would be solved before they arise.  

 

  But the individual believes to gain time and that might just be the point that will conjure 

up even more difficulties. Instead of clearing these difficulties away, the nerves begin to 

fail and the spirit looses its resilience. This results in such nervousness that he hardly 

knows what he’s doing. This doesn’t just apply to single individuals, but in a superlative 

way, that is to say, to the behaviour of whole nations. One should not give up that easily. 

 

Question : What are the most common motives fro suicide? 

 

Answer : The motives are misjudged by you most of the time. Most commonly hatred and revenge 

play a big part. The way the suicide took place can be drawn from this. Let’s take the fol-

lowing example: A young gentleman finds himself duped and cheated by his deeply be-

loved. Conciliation doesn’t come about. Now the negative gains the upper hand. The con-

cerned party plots revenge and in his biased negativity comes to the conclusion that by 

killing himself in a ghastly manner he can chastise his loveless girlfriend. She is supposed 

to remember his death for the rest of her life, because, in his opinion, she is to blame for it 

in the first place. He rejects the blame for his suicide and transfers it to someone else. The 

motive becomes very apparent here. - But we haven’t come across one situation on Earth 

where one has judged in such a way. 

 

  There are naturally other cases. But in all of these situations ignorance and denial of faith 

play a big part. The perpetrators of suicide are of the opinion - like the majority of people 

- that death extinguishes one’s consciousness. But the exact opposite is the case. The per-

sonal consciousness of every individual gains quite an impetus their disembodiment. 

 

  Many people enter the spiritual realm on a daily basis due to suicide. All of them are re-

grettable. Most of them are the victims of ignorance. Even the Churches are not able to 

correctly explain to these people what awaits them. And if someone endeavours to give 

these warnings, he’s not even in a position to lend his expositions the necessary credibil-

ity. 

 

 The perpetrator of suicide certainly doesn’t improve his situation. There is absolute 

reliable JUSTICE in the spiritual realm.  

     

    Nobody can escape it! 

 

Question : In spite of this, there are many people with the opinion that they can escape an uncom-

fortable situation by taking their own life.   
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ELIAS : It is a grave error to believe that one can escape one’s earthly woes by disembodying 

oneself, by killing.  

 

 The result is unimaginable suffering within another dimension in the hereafter.  

 

When I talk about suffering, I don’t mean all the many illnesses that most times originate 

from the negative regions or are self-inflicted, but about the suffering that moves a soul 

when it suffers the loss of its nearest and dearest for instance.  

 

But as people love possessions, power and fame the most and have to leave these things 

behind, their mental anguish is accordingly large. But this suffering can certainly be 

avoided! 

 

Question : Many people find themselves in situations they believe they just can’t overcome; they 

despair and take their own life. What can you tell us about these cases? 

 

Answer : •   There are no situations that cannot be mastered, if the KNOWLEDGE of HIGHER     

   INSIGHTS is present.  

 

  Disbelieve leads to uncertainty and those that do away with their own life do not realise 

that they cannot escape the consequences of their actions. Most of the time these people 

go from bad to worse. 

 

  I for instance learned to respect the PERFECTION of natural LAW. My devoted, stead-

fast trust lies within the POWER that formed the whole universe, determines its course, 

predestines its development and controls every phase of its activity. 

 

   I have never come across a situation where the natural law has failed or where it was un-

just or inaccurate. I have never seen divine JUSTICE err. Based on what I have seen I can 

tell you that an inducement to take such steps can never present itself.  

 

 No soul is asked to bear more than it can cope with! 

 

Question : There are situations where people cannot cope with their pain and where they wish to be 

dead, no matter whether we’re dealing with physical or mental pain.  

 

AREDOS : You are mistaken! - When pain becomes unbearable people either faint or they die. The 

border of what one can endure can never be crossed. People that enter the spiritual realm 

affected like that will be brought to a SPHERE of CONVALESCENCE where they will 

be healed.  

 

  I’m attempting to explain the uncomplicated TRUTHS of this LAW. Once you’re 

equipped with these simple TRUTHS, you can put up with everything quite sedately.   

 

 What you are lacking is composure. If the people on Earth would practise their com-

posure more readily, there would be no more wars.  

 

Question : Many people believe that they are alone, because nobody cares for them. The result of 

this is depression and it sometimes leads to suicide. What do you say to that?    
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ELIAS : These people unfortunately know nothing about life after death. 

 

 Human being on Earth are never alone, not for one second! 

 

They are always accompanied by an otherworldly GUARDIAN ANGEL, but this AN-

GEL can be represented by someone else. If one knows about these things it will result in 

an inner connectedness with us that can be of great advantage to you. 

 

 Suicide never puts an end to one’s worries! On the contrary - they only just begin in 

earnest, because one recognises in the hereafter what one has rejected. 

 

Question : The number of suicides has alarmingly increased. How do you judge this situation? 

 

SILBERBIRKE: In spite of what they think, they still carry full responsibility for everything, even if 

they believe that they can simply discard everything by taking their own life. One’s guilt 

hasn’t changed one little bit, but one’s suicide now comes on top of it all! 

 

   We are basically dealing with cowardice in regards to responsibility most of the time and 

not, as generally assumed, with the courage to relinquish a life. Cowardice creates a net 

around them. A door slams shut, a door was locked. But sometimes it takes an awful long 

time until this door opens up again. 

 

 As you are already aware, I always say that the motive is the dominating factor here! 

 

What was the motive for this action? - Was it an escape from an awkward situation? If 

this was the case, it wasn’t an escape at all! There are only a few cases where someone 

wishes to do away with themselves; they see this as the only solution and it isn’t done 

with self-interest in mind, but with disinterestedness, even if it is misguided. Nevertheless 

it does make the difference.  

 

Question : It is astonishing just how many young people commit suicide. What are the reasons for 

this? 

 

AREDOS : First of all is the fact that these people have no KNOWLEDGE of a life after death, after 

disembodiment. It represents a flight from life, because they want to return to where they 

allegedly come from. They believe that it is a return to nothingness; but herein lays the 

mistake, because they do return to where they actually come from, namely the SPIRITU-

AL REALM! 

 

  It is certainly very negative if they announce the suicide to force an issue or to threaten 

with it. The waking up in the hereafter is a shock. Suicide is also governed by the LAW 

of CAUSE and EFFECT. The motive plays a very large part. -  

 

 We assess all misdemeanours by their motives! 

 

Church religions threaten with a hell nobody believed in. If the Churches would portrait 

hell better and more truthfully, the rate of suicide would diminish. Any help is in vain as 

long as this isn’t happening.  

 

Question : Do those that commit suicide also reincarnate? 
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AREDOS : •   There is no eternal damnation! 

 

  Every soul has the opportunity to search for the path that leads to GOD. Those that com-

mit suicide can also be reprieved. The motives leading to suicide are decisive in the pro-

cess of assessment.  

 

  It is a lot worse with those that murder other people. They can get themselves into very 

difficult situations, yes, even be banished to a completely underdeveloped star. But the 

instigators of these crimes are also treated in the exact same way. 

 

Question : May we make an effort to help the soul of a suicide case? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, by not condemning it, but by trying to understand it. 

 

 A prayer is very beneficial in such a situation, because it gives the soul fresh courage. 

The vibrations of the prayer make the soul freer and stronger. 

 

There are those that committed suicide that are now one of the ANGELS, they failed be-

cause they were desperate and lonely and were ignorant in regards to faith. Now that their 

desperation has vanished, they make progress on their path to faith. 

 

Question : Christian priests and ministers are very antagonistically inclined towards suicide. They 

judge these people without asking for their motive. What can the spiritual realm tell us 

about this? 

 

ARGUN : The spiritual realm is of a completely different opinion. We always ask for the motive of 

a sin. According to divine LAWS, man is confined to a very particular sphere, one he 

can’t leave until he belongs to another sphere.  

 

  What suicide cases generally lack is the complete understanding of their fellow man. In-

stead of the condemnation of the Church one should rather give them the advocacy they 

need, namely a prayer that encourages them and helps them. 

 

Question : Are these prayers of plea really successful? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, certainly, if they are not just mumbled and if the plea is spoken most sincerely. This 

plea will find a couple of SPIRITS will care for the lost soul.  

 

Question : The Churches take it upon themselves to forgive sins or condemn someone in the NAME 

of GOD. Victims of suicide are people too. What can you tell us about this? 

 

ARGUN : People can never safe themselves from desperate situations through suicide. They would 

recoil from doing something that drastic, if they knew that life goes on in the spiritual 

realm. Man can only regress to lower levels through suicide, but never to higher ones, 

even if they present a thousand of excuses. In regards to death the Churches are almost 

criminally ignorant. Life after death is no utopia.  

 

 Unjustness and lies have no right to tolerance! 

 This also applies to priests; they are accused by the divine SIDE of negligent homi-

cide, because they knowingly deceive people through their dogmas.  

 The bible tells an untruth when it teaches that one has to give like for like! 
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 GOD’S LAW states: Help others through prayers, but do not allow yourself to be 

pulled down by feeling sorry for those that know exactly what they do.  

 The plea: “Lord, destroy our enemies” is a boomerang! 

 

Question : Do victims of suicide find it hard to gain higher KNOWLEDGE in the spheres of the 

spiritual realm? 

 

ARGUN : Perpetrators of suicide gain positive KNOWLEDGE the fastest, because they recognise 

straight away that they couldn’t kill themselves. They often try it again (in the spiritual 

realm) but it is naturally futile, it is without success. But the sin must be atoned! 

 

Question : A mother whose son turned into a murderer said: “I was hoping that my son would kill 

himself after this terrible deed”. - How do you see this?  

 

ARGUN : It was her deepest wish because of the shame involved. But her thought is not a positive 

one. She had a completely false concept of the act and the sin involved. She believes - 

and so many other do also - that suicide saves oneself from punishment. They believe that 

they’re able to escape from everything and that nothing of themselves will remain. This is 

the real reason why so many choose to commit suicide. They can’t deal with the idea that 

they‘re here for no reason, therefore have no assignment that would give their life mean-

ing. 

 

Question : How should one deal with situations where negative people threaten others with suicide if 

their demands are not met? 

 

ARGUN : We are dealing here with extremely negative thoughts, because those that only mention 

suicide, even if they don’t intend to go through with it, affront GOD in the worst possible 

way. Nobody should react to there threats, but should draw their attention to the fact that 

they’re blaspheming.  

 

   But if an accident should actually occur, those that indicated the blasphemy against GOD 

will remain blameless. But at this point I may use your own words: “Castigation through 

punishment -, on this side and the hereafter”.  

 

  Every life represents a present from GOD - and only the LORD may take it back. This 

takes place based on the natural LAWS.8  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 Compare the biblical saying: “What the LORD puts together let no man put assunder” – and then his theological interpretation! 
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24. 11   Death by accident 

 

 

Question : What is your opinion of death caused by an accident? 

 

SILBERBIRKE: This is a difficult question, because it depends on how you interpret the word acci-

dent. Are you talking about the effects of blind coincidence, completely without motive, 

the result of a pure accident or the vagaries of fate? - 

 

  I can’t accept any of this because I know that the whole universe is controlled and regu-

lated by the natural LAWS of CAUSE and EFFECT, which compliment each other in an 

irrevocable sequence. But within the domain of these natural LAWS exist the LAWS of 

FREE WILL.  

 

 There is actually no pure coincidence, because coincidence is the result of a preced-

ing event. It is the effect of a cause! 

 

An accident stems from a situation, but it too is controlled by LAWS. What you have to 

keep in mind is a universe of LAWS of which every one is in control of certain aspects of 

the universe. But none of them is so powerful that it won’t allow interplay between these 

forces. It is akin to the old question: Are you creatures with a free will or are you restrict-

ed by predestination? - Both sides are substantiated, because in actual fact both are cor-

rect. Everything depends on the interpretation. 

 

Question : What happens to the souls that enter the spiritual realm due to a sudden accident? Their 

development on Earth suffered a sudden interruption.  

 

ARGUN : These souls enter a SPECIAL SPHERE. But these souls are also reincarnated a lot soon-

er. 

 

 It is a mistake to believe that it is the WILL of GOD that people die due to accidents! 

 

Question : What influence has an accidental death on the soul? 

 

ARGUN : This all depends on how death comes about. It can occur that a soul sleeps for four weeks 

after a severe accident. It will remain in close proximity of its GUARDIAN ANGEL, 

which looks after it, in spite of that.   

 

Question : Are accidents predetermined by the spiritual realm or can they be predicted? 

 

ARGUN : •   Accidents are never due to the intervention of divine POWER! 

 

  They can sometimes be predicted by the spiritual realm, if the prerequisites for the acci-

dent are already given.  But most of the time the accident come as a complete surprise. 

All the souls that met with accidental death end up in a SPECIAL SPHERE.  

 

  After an accidental death, for instance through fire, the soul needs more time to collect 

itself. In some of the cases it can take months or even years. If someone it torn apart in an 

explosion or by a grenade, it can take years.  
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24. 12   Death due to the effects of war 

 

 

Question : What happens for instance to souls that have lost their life in the depths of the ocean 

aboard a U-Boat? 

 

ELIAS : This makes absolutely no difference. A person could die inside a lead container deep in-

side the Earth. The soul would be immediately free in this case also. - There are many 

souls that have died quite naturally and they still take a long time, before they find their 

way. Most of those would be atheists and materialists. 

 

Question : What happens to the souls that are not freed? 

 

ELIAS : •   They all, I repeat all become free! - The restriction of freedom is only temporarily. A 

lot of time is wasted because of these diversions. 

 

  The soul leaves the body instantaneously under normal circumstances. But it is connected 

with the body through a CORD. This CORD dissolves slowly. It is an OD CORD. Its 

physical counterpart is the umbilical cord.  

 

Question : During one of our séances we had contact with a friend we knew during their lifetime. 

This friend died from a piece of bomb shrapnel to the head. After making contact with the 

hereafter we found out that he is still suffering from mental disorders after a number of 

years. What can you tell us in respect to this?  

 

AREDOS : During its lifetime on Earth the soul utilises the brain. The soul and the brain enjoy an 

inter-relationship. If the brain is suddenly destroyed the soul suffers a shock -, a mental 

shock. This shock has to be cured and the time it takes to cure this varies.  

 

Question :  Are we therefore dealing with an insanity here that is limited by time? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, one could call it that. But there is also insanity in the hereafter in the case of victims 

of suicide and drug addiction. Yes, even chain smokers often suffer mental disorders, 

something that become especially apparent in the hereafter.  

 

Question : What happened to those souls in Japan that were suddenly wrenched out of existence by 

the atom bomb? 

 

ARGUN : There exists a SPECIAL SPHERE for these souls. These souls were torn asunder. It takes 

years before these souls are completely healed and before they regain their full con-

sciousness.  

 

 

24. 13   Euthanasia 

 

 

Question : Can people assert a claim for relief during the dying process? 

 

ELIAS : Senseless murders take place millions of times i this world. But one is not prepared to 

facilitate a merciful death to one’s fellow man. - But there is certainly a danger that the 

act of euthanasia could be misused.  
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Question : Is it a sin when people attack the LAWS of nature? 

 

ELIAS : People have their freedom, they can decide for themselves. But people can support GOD 

when they are dealing with things that were orchestrated by the antagonist: 

 

  GOD is against all suffering. 

 The antagonist is in favour of suffering. 

 

 

Question : The principal question is: May one or may one not apply euthanasia in severe or irrecov-

erable cases? - Thereby killing someone? 

 

AREDOS : This question has nothing to do with euthanasia, because euthanasia means relief during 

the dying process, not killing! Euthanasia is not the same as killing somebody. In any 

case, one shouldn’t senselessly experiment, torture or inflict additional pain to the person 

concerned during their demise. One should also not bring him back if he is already on his 

way to the OTHER SIDE. You cannot imagine the preparations undertaken by our side to 

receive the dying person. All of these preparations are destroyed and made more difficult 

through stupidity. 

 

 We can categorically say that nobody may kill another person, not even if they are ir-

recoverably exposed to death! 

 

  But people can and may provide relief during the dying process! They can use means that 

do not necessarily heal, but alleviate the pain to a large degree. They should also offer the 

dying person a room that is dignified, therefore not a bathroom or a toilet. 

 

  Death represents a NATURAL LAW. These enormous NATURAL LAWS may not be 

trespassed against, not even during times of war. Any further discussion is superfluous in 

regards to killing by human hand.  

 

 The death sentence is also against nature, it may not be applied! 

 

  But a dangerous criminal should by necessity be isolated from the rest of mankind. A 

hardened criminal will change very seldom, even if the prison priest pays him lots of vis-

its. They’re looked upon as idiots most of the time anyway. - 

 

  GOD represents LIFE and not death, something that doesn’t exist in reality anyway. 

When a person has to die, the appropriate NATURAL LAW comes into effect. One 

doesn’t have to call upon these LAWS, they turn up by themselves.  

 

  People are in a position to narcotise the dying. This is euthanasia at work, something no-

body objects to. But compared to the demise of millions of people on the battlefields, 

scrupulously murdered, killing a fatally ill person would be a merciful act. But this is im-

possible because man is disposed towards criminal behaviour, when dealing with profits 

or fame. 

 

 One should also not keep anybody alive in a vegetative state. - What for? 
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Question : What does the SPIRITUAL WORLD have to say about our earthly death sentences? 

 

ARGUN : The letter of the law is a dangerous thing. The judges and the jury’s ignorance is also 

dangerous. They know nothing about the LAWS of ANOTHER WORLD and other forms 

of existence. This is why we make an effort to enrich your knowledge and your con-

science in spite of enormous difficulties. But various scientists and other academics can-

not bear the thought that even higher knowledge reaches you through a medium. 

 

Question : If mental anguish is necessary and important for development, why do you stress so em-

pathically that everything must be done to alleviate this? 

 

Answer : I certainly do this, but I’m not simple enough not to realise that you haven’t got a world 

wherein there is no suffering of any kind. Life is closely related to the signals of pain.  

 

  I know that life is infinite and individual. To be able to reach all levels of progress, you 

must continuously develop and this means that you have to bring to perfection everything 

that isn’t yet perfect by and by - and this is going to be a very painful process.  

 

  But at the same time I would like to say that I detect a lot of unnecessary sorrow, which 

you have brought upon yourselves. The sorrow you inflict upon yourself or mutually de-

veloped from ignorance, stupidity, prejudice or superstition most of the time. This unnec-

essary sorrow isn’t part of your development and must be eliminated. Every human being 

has the elevated DUTY to turn towards the LIGHT -, and there is also a mental LIGHT! 

 

Question : Should doctors keep an old and fragile person or a hopeless medical case artificially alive, 

even thou they know that he or she has only days to live? 

 

ARGUN : We reject this because it only means additional pain for these people. There is no recov-

ery in these cases, but their process of dying is made more difficult.  

 

Question : You once told us that doctors should make life painless for those about to die. Can you 

explain to us what this actually means? 

 

AREDOS : If someone dies in great pain he will suffer from these pains for quite some time even 

when he’s “dead”. The pain fades away only gradually. 

 

 This is why it is always better if one makes a dying person free of pain, because he 

will then be saved from experiencing this after effect.  

 

Question : The medical fraternity doesn’t worry too much whether the dying patient will suffer after 

death. As far as they are concerned people are completely obliterated and do not possess 

any kind of perceptions anymore. Can you tell us something about the problem of eutha-

nasia? 

 

AREDOS : The best help one can give a dying person is to leave him alone and by not endeavouring 

to disturb or prolong the dying process. This would be against the NATURAL LAWS. 

Every dying person needs a certain degree of preparation for a LIFE AFTER DEATH.  

 

  The unbelievable ignorance in this regard is a sin, one of unbelievable proportions. There 

are naturally spheres within the spiritual realm wherein ill souls can recuperate. But they 
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would be superfluous if the medical professions on Earth wouldn’t engage in so much 

nonsense!  

 

 

24. 14   The fear of a painful death 

 

 

Question : Most people fear death because they assume that it is painful. What do you say to that? 

 

ARGUN : Remember that only one’s conscience hurts but not dying itself! 

 

Question : Esoterics fear death less than ignorant people. But in spite of that there are some amongst 

those esoterics that do fear death. What do you say to that? 

 

AREDOS : It can happen that people have to endure very great pain, but when the pain become un-

bearable, the consciousness automatically switches off. But this has nothing to do with 

the dying process. When death arrives, the body becomes immune to pain. It is as if the 

body receives an injection of narcotics. But most of the time consciousness remains con-

served.  

 

 It might seem that the dying person doesn’t perceive anything anymore, that is an er-

ror! 

 

The dying person can’t communicate anymore, but recognises what is happening around 

it just the same.  

 

 Death is completely painless! 

 

Within a fraction of a second all nerves shut off their perceptions. In its mental individu-

ality the dying person feels increasingly lighter and freer. But then the great moments 

arises when that person is greeted by relatives and friends. They can be good, but also bad 

relatives. This always depends on the development of the soul of the one that is dying. 

 

 There is great shock in most cases, because most people do not believe that they con-

tinue to exist. 

 

 

 

 

 

24. 15   The influence of narcotics on the dying process 

 

 

Question : Does a narcosis have any influence on the soul? 

 

ARGUN : A soul cannot be narcotised, only the body can. But the connection between the body and 

the soul is disturbed through a narcosis. The soul sometimes goes on a journey during a 

difficult operation or it steps out of the body to observe the operation. Patients quite often 

retain that memory. 
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Question : What happens to a soul whose body has become unviable due to cancer or an operation 

and is dissected soon after death? 

 

AREDOS : These souls also suffer astral damage, if the body is cut up immediately after death. - But 

every soul will become healthy again! 

 

  Operations under anaesthesia are less dangerous for the soul. Even if the patient remains 

conscious under local anaesthetics, the soul doesn’t suffer any damage.  

 

 

25. 0   A MESSENGER of LIGHT describes the crossing over 

 

 

I will tell you something very special today: 

 

Almost all of humanity on this Earth has not the right concepts about dying and thereby also about 

death itself, nor about the state of the personality after death. This is why I would like to tell you how 

an earthling, that is to say, a personality, dies a physical death, thereby relinquishing the body. 

 

There are naturally many kinds of deaths, for instance through accident, suicide, old age or illness. But 

I will now explain a natural death to you, because the withdrawal of the soul, referring to the immate-

rial object, can be the same in any case. 

 

When I died, I was lying on my bed. But I suddenly knew with certainty that my life on Earth was 

coming to an end. This assuredness was suddenly here and there was no doubt whatsoever that it might 

have been a deception. Even if the physical well-being was akin to qualmishness, not unlike a black-

out, the consciousness remained pretty calm and collected.  

 

The soul is seized by a great feeling of solemnity, a feeling that something grandiose is about to hap-

pen. At the same time the body looses its heaviness and coldness begins to creep up the legs from the 

tips of the toes. Within 30 seconds this cold wave seizes the whole body, reaching the head last. 

 

 At the very moment when the head feels this coldness, spiritual HEARING and SEEING sets in, but 

the mind has then lost it power over the body. 

 

The soul becomes aware of the fact that the heart is standing still and that the breathing has ceased. 

But the consciousness hasn’t changed in spite of that. All thoughts work completely intact. -   

 

But what happens next depends on the soul’s development: from its LOVE, faith, character and from 

all its earthly activities! 

 

You have a saying that one’s whole life is replayed in front of one’s eyes within a few seconds. No, 

that is not the case. A few fragments of previous experiences long forgotten do crop up. If one is deal-

ing with huge, unredeemed sins for instance, many people are horrified because they are suddenly con-

fronted with the fact that there is no death as they imagined it. They now know that they cannot get 

away with anything. - It is different with a good person, one who has also recognised that life goes on 

and is pleased about entering ANOTHER WORLD with new ENERGY. 

 

The spiritual eye recognises a dull light, which is offering another form of existence; because he can-

not see clearly yet. But the soul recognises the shapes of friends, which have come to visit and now 

welcomes them joyfully. But woe! - The friends of atheists and materialists, having lived their life in-
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correctly and adversely in regards to GOD, are terrible to behold. To add to this there are those terrible 

odours, which are quite unbearable. 

 

All of this may sound like a fairytale, a superstition. But nobody can avoid this experience - not one 

single one! 

 

Those that endeavour to emulate CHRIST, those that live according to his true INDOCTRINATION 

are better off. They will sense it immediately due to the wonderful scent of flower that waft around 

their now odour-sensitive soul. They observe bright and beautiful people, which welcome them cordi-

ally. - 

 

This experience is closely followed by a temporary unconsciousness, due to the separation taking place 

from the body. But then the soul awakens with an unimaginable SENSORY INTENSITY to a NEW 

EXISTENCE, one that is adapted to the soul’s merit.  

 

 Everyone prepares their own way of dying and their new place of abode in the hereafter through 

their spiritual attitude. - It is up to you!  

 

 

26. 0   Intermediary questions: 

 

 

Question : Within what timeframe does the soul leave the body once death has occurred? 

 

ARGUN : It takes about four to five days. A positive person, that is to say, a pious person separates 

his soul a lot easier and has HELP along the way. But negative people, materialists and 

the ungodly find it very hard to separate from their body, it causes them agonies.  

 

Question : From where on the body does the soul leave the physical body? 

 

ARGUN : When a person is dying, the soul pulls itself free from around the heart area and ascends 

from there. The soul pulls it own RADIANCE free from the BODY’S AURA.  

 

Question : When somebody here on Earth passes over, does their consciousness change in any way? 

 

AREDOS : No! - The consciousness and the memories remain the way they are. Initially a kind of 

sleep-drunkenness becomes quite noticeable, and the sensory organs work capriciously.  

 

  People with a limited spiritual development experience great difficulties with their hear-

ing and their vision. These deficiencies sometimes abate only after years of further devel-

opment. 

 

  It is a different story altogether with people, which are spiritually closer to us. They gain 

full control of their sensory activities soon after. These sensory activities actually become 

far superior. A completely qualified spirit possesses great perceptive abilities. 
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27. 0   About the Day of Judgment   (Transmission from the year 1964) 

 

 

Well, apart from spiritualism, there is no other religion that can do justice to the TRUTH in regards to 

the “Day of Judgment“. This is the reason why the religious factions of mankind are not informed 

about what they can expect after death. Even theologians have no concept of the world of the hereafter 

and its LAWS.  

 

 Spiritualism is an EXPERIMENTAL DOCTRINE, based on the collective experience with other-

worldly souls.  

 

We are not dealing with assumptions or dogmas here, but with clearly defined experiences made by 

those people that had to withdraw from their body here on Earth. These are the “dead” people one as-

sumes of that they are sleeping an “eternal death“.  

 

But the Christian doctrine allows the people on Earth a slight hope, namely “Judgment Day”. On this 

yet unspecified day the dead are supposed to be awakened to a new life by the call of a trumpet from 

the other side. - This hope is naïve; it lacks any sort of logic!  

The experiences made in the hereafter and the research into the hereafter speaks against it. It is quite 

inexplicable how your biblical ancestors have arrived at such a day.  

 

 Judgment Day actually means: The last day. - But the last day of a life on Earth is the first day in 

the hereafter.  

 

The TRUTH is that earthlings fall asleep after their death. But this sleep is of varied duration. It orien-

tates itself according to the kind of death experienced and according to the condition, respectively the 

state of the soul. In most cases the sleep after death last a relatively short time. Sometimes we’re only 

dealing with hours that a human being spends in deep unconsciousness.  

 

In other cases the soul leaves the body consciously and only then will if enter a recovery sleep. Other 

cases take a little bit longer, maybe weeks or months. But these would be the exceptions, as it is for 

instance the case because of an explosion or other sudden accidents. - 

 

 What does remain important for you it the realisation that the disembodied individual continues to 

live consciously almost immediately after death.  

 There is no mass-awakening and no “Judgment Day”, when all departed souls are suddenly awak-

ened to then be led to face the great judgment! 

 The false concepts about “Judgment Day” represent germ cells of atheism and accordingly sup-

port communism.  

 

The Church doctrines are sourced from the old scriptures. On the other hand, spiritualism sources their 

knowledge from séances, which make communication with the „dead“ possible. During these contacts 

the otherworldly souls give information about their life, naturally only within the framework of their 

own experience, if there is no conscious misguidance at work. 

 

What consolation is it for the bereaved, if the priest’s explanation is that the departed one will sleep till 

“Judgment Day”? But the priest cannot explain to bereaved, when and how this “Judgment Day” will 

take place.  

 

Unfortunately one doesn’t believe mediums. They are the responsible mediators between the two 

worlds. There are naturally good and bad mediums. There are even great failures and last but not least 
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swindlers. But I’m only talking about useful mediators. These mediums give mankind enough infor-

mation about all the questions that pertain to human life in both realms. They are the same TRUTHS 

that GOD’S MINISTER, namely CHRIST, gave you. 

 

 GOD doesn’t keep things from you!    

 

 

28. 0   Questions and answers: 

 

28. 1   About Judgment Day 

 

 

Question : Theologians cannot answer the question about life after death. During a Christian eulogy, 

Judgment Day, when all the dead are supposed to awaken, is always referred to in spite of 

that.  

 

AREDOS : This is indeed a decisive error. 

 

  No priest can bestow comfort to the bereaved, because he doesn’t know the reality him-

self. Christian faith presents the resurrection in a way where there is no actual deadline. 

This leaves the people on Earth completely ignorant. They are not able to imagine what 

the resurrection is all about. 

 

 The Day of Judgment is the day of reawakening of the soul, therefore the reawakening 

of the consciousness in the spiritual realm. This day varies between one minute and a 

few months, depending on the cause of death and the mental state.   

 

But the resurrection does not apply to the body, that is to say, is not physical as such, but 

a mental event, even thou the spirit has an astral body, which represents a limiting sheath 

for the soul. The souls quite often participate in their own funeral; they are also often pre-

sent at the ensuing wake and the argumentations over the inheritance. They are quite of-

ten witnessing the fighting amongst relatives over the inheritance. But the genuine sorrow 

of the bereaved also gives them something to worry about. 

 

It is a shame that the major religious denominations are misinformed especially about 

death and life after death, because they evade any appropriate indoctrination out of ego-

tism and fanaticism. The spiritual realm certainly doesn’t shroud itself in silence, but 

gives adequate information especially in answer to this important question and supports it 

through visible evidence.  

 

But there are nations with hundreds of millions of citizens that have quite a clear concept 

of life after death, even if they do not know of the LAWS of the spiritual realm. They 

know that there is a hereafter, but they don’t know just how one lives there. 

 

A departed soul has the ability to see your world without being seen by you. The resurrec-

tion to a spiritual life begins immediately after the disembodiment. 

 

 The so-called “Judgment Day” is the day that immediately follows death. It is the day 

when one’s consciousness reactivates.  
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28. 2   Post mortems and cremation   

 

 

Question : Do the spiritual LEADERS approve of cremation? 

 

SILBERBIRKE: Naturally! - It basically has the effect of putting an end to the notion that the spirit is 

still within the physical body. Once the physical body has served its purpose there is no 

valid reason to undertake attempts to allow the memory of it to live on, because it only 

results in sadness and sorrow. The body is given much too much attention, because it only 

returns to the basic elements it was created from. It has served its purpose and the spirit 

now enters a land of greater freedom.9  

 

  I even recommend it, because the purifying flame represents the last rite for the body, 

whose job is done. The spirit, which made and populated the connection, is no longer de-

pendent on it.  

 

  Cremation even helps those that enter our world with little knowledge and that are there-

fore attracted by cemeteries, because the sentimental adoration they love so much finds 

expression there and draws them there. - But the question of hygiene also plays an im-

portant part, something I don’t have to elaborate upon. 

 

 I would like to emphasise here that three days must have past after death occurred be-

fore the body is consigned to the flames, so that the spiritual body of an underdevel-

oped souls does not suffer a shock in case it hasn’t been able to completely separate 

from the fetters of the physical. 

 

A soul going home to the GREAT REALM doesn’t constitute sadness or pain, but it is a 

festive act of returning to their actual life, to the home of the human soul, which has re-

turned from an expedition of examination and probation. 

 

 The greater the COGNITIONS man has collected on Earth, the more mature will he 

be in regards to the GREAT LIFE in the spirit. A knowledgeable soul has it easier in 

the hereafter!  

 

Question : Many people show an aversion against cremation. Is there a reason for this aversion? 

 

ARGUN : Not at all! - Once the soul has left the body, the body becomes absolutely uninteresting to 

the soul. - Combustion is a lot better than internment. The fire cleanses all negative ema-

nations that often remain even after death. Nothing changes in regards to the spiritual 

body. Consciousness and memory doesn’t suffer in any way when the body is reduced to 

ashes. But the returning soul has no affiliation with its former body anymore. -  When the 

body is interred the spirit often feels depressed by the thought that its body slowly rots 

under the earth. 

 

Question : What influence has fire on the soul? 

 

 ARGUN : Occasionally fire has a very good influence; it cleanses many things. But with an explo-

sion for instance, fire can rend the soul apart. But in all instances, the human soul will re-

assemble. But it is a question of time. 

 
9 Our experience has verified that the otherworldly that have made contact with us, have not the slightest interest in the body they left behind and this 

without exception. 
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 A soul is indestructible because it is divine! 

 

If a soul would die, it would also apply to GOD; at that precise moment there would be 

no CREATION anymore, but only great chaos. GOD holds everything together in an or-

derly fashion.  

 

Question : What is more recommendable: Cremation or burial? 

 

ARGUN : From a hygienic point of view cremation is preferable. But a period of time of at least five 

days must be observed, so that all the mental connections to the body can dissolve. The 

body that is left behind has no relevancy for anyone in the hereafter.  

 

  It happens quite often that souls fall ill, because the deceased’s body was cremated too 

early. The violent exit from the body damages the soul. It will then take a long time be-

fore the soul is restored to health. 

 

Question : But the Catholic Church is against cremation. 

 

AREDOS : As ARGUN mentioned before, fire has a cleansing effect. The element of fire represents 

something pure anyway. There is nothing wrong with cremation just for this reason alone. 

If the Catholic Church has something against it, it is based on their dogma of “purgatory”. 

But the so-called “purgatory” or “hell” has nothing to do with the element of fire. 

 

 We can only recommend cremation. - A cemetery is nothing uplifting! 

 

Question :  What is the situation when a deceased person body undergoes a post mortem? 

 

AREDOS : The same applies here also. If the body undergoes a post mortem too early, invisible 

damage could result. This applies especially to forensic post mortems, because one is un-

aware of the consequences. 

 

 

 

 

28. 3   Cemeteries and graves 

 

 

Question : The cult of the dead practiced everywhere gives people completely false thoughts. How 

do you see this? 

 

AREDOS : The general cult of the dead is aligned with the idea of “eternal peace”. The writing on 

tombstones reads: “Here rests…” or “Here sleeps…”. This is completely back to front, 

because there is no such peace, as imagined, in the hereafter. On the contrary - there are 

great MISSIONS, a lot of work and GREAT SERVICE to be performed on mankind.  

 

  Not all souls are capable of this GREAT SERVICE. But there a few that dedicate all their 

LOVE in the SERVICE of mankind, it means everything to them and they are therefore 

very happy. I know those that are suitable for the SERVICE of their fellow man and if I 

maintain contact with them, I naturally encourage them to embark on this GREAT MIS-

SION of SERVICE.  
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  There are people on this planet that pursue a profession or trade of their choice. But there 

are also a few people the spiritual realm approaches to ask if they are willing to place 

themselves in the SERVICE of GOD. This can then be called a true CALLING. But these 

people do not talk a lot about such a CALLING, because they know that they will not be 

believed; one even considers them to be conceited and crazy. In spite of that, these people 

do their DUTY with all their LOVE. Their divine CALLING remains their own secret. 

 

  These people are to be found on the wide road of necessary SERVICE, even if it doesn’t 

bring them any monetary rewards. They do not rest and certainly do not sleep, but join 

our lines to continue to co-operate within the GREAT PLAN. They are the role models 

that CHRIST appreciates. 

 

Question : Is it right to adorn graves with flowers, respectively, is this floral greeting perceived by 

the departed at all? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, but not always. 

 

 Flowers and a light placed next to a photo of the deceased have more meaning than 

wreaths on a cemetery! 

 

There are certain perimeters that apply to human beings, namely death - and they don’t 

dare to look beyond it. To remove this error is not difficult, but a group of unscrupulous, 

irresponsible people will not allow this to take place. 

 

Question : Do decedents often visit their grave and does the maintenance of the graveside and the 

flower contributions give them pleasure? 

 

AREDOS : •   Generally speaking, the departed ones don’t want to be reminded of their grave. Their 

   discarded body is to them not worth any more than the hair left lying on the floor at 

    the hairdressers. 

 

  But they are not indifferent to the thoughts of the bereaved. They can telepathically catch 

these thoughts - and it will help them a lot if these thoughts are full of LOVE. But there 

are also hypocrites that scatter flowers on graves with a mind full of negative thoughts.  

 

 It is best if the corpse is incinerated. The ash is something more agreeable to those on 

the other side.   

 

Question : If one wanders through cemeteries and reads the inscriptions on tombstones one becomes 

melancholy. Can you tell us something about that? 

 

AREDOS : Ignorance that is traditionally adhered to is revealed here. Did CHRIST teach you these 

words? Where from did the Church fathers get these words? - Surely because they long 

for peace and quiet. I have to say that the exponents of the Christian doctrine, supposedly 

representing the doctrine of GOD, know very little about the spiritual realm. - In many in-

stances nothing at all. 

 

  The realm of the dead shows no similarity to a cemetery. The spiritual realm is a place 

where spiritual life is of superlative vivacity. These so-called “dead” are as quick as 
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thoughts in their locomotion and even faster and more vital in the way they process their 

thoughts. Boredom only exists in the lower spheres. GOD certainly cannot use layabouts.  

 

  He who wants to live and progress in the hereafter, that is to say, wants to develop higher, 

must decide to undertake a meaningful activity, do a good DEED for mankind. One’s past 

position or one’s past occupation is neither here nor there. All that matters is goodwill.  

 

 Academic awards or degrees do not count; they have no meaning in the spiritual 

realm! 

 

  A road worker or a garbage collector can undertake a higher MISSION and can absolute-

ly be closer to GOD, because his will is exemplary positive. He will then be placed well 

above the millionaire or socialite that had the whole world at their feet.  

 

 Different concepts apply in the hereafter. People ought to orientate themselves about 

this, it would save them many a disappointment.  

 

The dead do not sleep, because there are no dead. There are only de-souled bodies, dead 

bodies, but they only represent the transient part of man, whilst the individual EGO has 

nothing to do with death. Your scientists unfortunately find it extremely hard to grasp 

this. A miss-programming on behalf of universities shows its fatal consequences. 

 

Question : Do the deceased visit their own graves and do the flowers on their grave give them pleas-

ure? 

 

ARGUN : The deceased are hardly interested in their graves. But the thoughts they receive from the 

bereaved do make the strongest impression on them. 

 

Question : There are customs that venerate the dead by placing food in front of them or by putting 

food in the grave with them. Is there any pertinence in that? 

 

ARGUN : These are physical thing and are of no importance to the spirit. Something like that is 

even symbolically completely superfluous. 

 

 

28. 4   The grief of the bereaved  

 

 

Question : The general ignorance, something that cannot be eliminated by the Churches, leads to the 

situation where people suffer great desperation and grief, when they lose a dear relative 

through death. What do you say to this? 

 

SILBERBIRKE: Let us remember all those who need our service, all the countless whose heart is full 

of sorrow and those that ask so imploringly for a little TRUTH in their darkest hour.  

 

  Let us strive to help all of those that enter our field of vision, to give them the highest 

possible relief so that their sadness can turn to hope. We will endeavour to cheer them up 

in their loneliness and to bring them the assurance that life is not finished because of 

death.  

 

  Let us draw strength from the divine fountain full of infinite power. 
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  Let us verify the fact that we are living instruments of the POWER that created us. This 

POWER that created us in its divine IMAGE poured a part of its divinity over us. 

 

  Let us all be conscious of the fact that we are instruments and that we have nothing to 

fear, if we continue our work with trust and faithfulness. 

 

  We want to continue with the conviction that our difficulties will melt away like snow in 

brilliant sunshine. 

 

  Be always aware that man must be worthy of his place in the universe. But if he were to 

believe that he’s the “height of CREATION”, he must endeavour to earn this elevated ti-

tle through his lifestyle and his actions!  

 

  The TRUTHS we express are not designed to comfort those that mourn a painful loss, but 

to reveal the greatness of the human species, to show the richness of life man could enjoy 

and to give everyone the courage to stand by the disheartened and the suffering and those 

that are inspired by the wish to make all the resources the Earth has on offer accessible to 

everybody. 

 

Question : Is it the right thing to do when we mourn the dead? 

 

ARGUN : Death denotes saying good-by to the physical, but not the spirit. How lovely is it to know 

that the spirit remains, even if the physical leaves us. From our point of view it is a matter 

of course. Why should one mourn something that’s a matter of course? Those that love 

one another will always meet again anyhow. Unfortunately the doubters have no oppor-

tunity to convince themselves of the TRUTH. The doors leading to the TRUTH are only 

open to the seeker.  

 

Question : The grief felt by the bereaved is often great. They believe that the deceased have left them 

forever.  

 

ELIAS : •   A “dead person” can be closer to you than somebody that has travelled to a foreign   

    land. Remember that the distance is often less than one centimetre!  

 

  A lot of elucidations are still necessary. I am looking forward to do so and thank you for 

your willingness to offer your services.  

 

Question :  Is it a good idea to concentrate on the departed the way it happens on certain holidays? 

 

ARGUN : You shouldn’t do so. - But if you look at their picture with the KNOWLEDGE that the 

LORD may help them reach a HIGHER SPHERE, you not only help the otherworldly 

soul a lot - but also your own! 

 

 But it is certainly not a good idea when you think of the departed weeping! 

 

Question : How do we best remember our friends and relatives that have gone home? 

 

ARGUN : •  By displaying beautiful and odoriferous flowers or lighting a light for them. - It isn’t 

   necessary to deck the cemetery with flowers! 
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  One can also give the otherworldly great pleasure in one’s own home. The flowers will 

attract those they are dedicated for.  

 

  But there are also negative flowers: we find carnivorous plants repulsive, also all those 

sticky plants, the so-called insectivores. 

 

  You will find this hard to believe, but the water lily and the lotus flower belong to the 

negative plants, because they entice, they are blossoms of death. - They have cost many 

people their life. Many a blossoming life has been ruined. 

 

 

 

Question : Can the bereaved, by their behaviour, hinder a soul from ascending to a better sphere? 

 

ELIAS : Yes, that is quite often the case, when through pity or through their pain of separation the 

bereaved allow their grief too much scope. But LOVE is a positive characteristic and one 

can therefore be assured that the otherworldly soul will not fall deeper.  

 

 

28. 5   Deceased children 

 

 

Question : What happens to the souls of children that die when they’re only a baby of an infant?  

 

ARGUN : Children of any age can mentally grow in our realm. But children find it hard to gain ac-

cess to their own soul’s cosmos, that is to say, they cannot remember anything that they 

experienced in the past.  

 

 Infants and the soul of children are usually reincarnated pretty soon, so that they can 

absolve their earthly redemption.  

 If the parents are blameless in regards to the death of the child, it can reincarnate 

with the same parents, if the opportunity arises.   

 

Older children are taken into spiritual custody. They can also be instructed in many things 

in the spiritual realm. They continue to grow mentally and certainly do not remain chil-

dren.  

 

 

28. 6   Help for the deceased 

 

 

Question : Do souls suffer in the hereafter if they had to leave a passionately beloved one on this 

side?  

 

ARGUN : No, certainly not if the LOVE of the other one is with it. But if LOVE is a one-sided af-

fair, this condition must be cured.  

 

Question : Can those that returned home perceive our thoughts and prayers and does the POWER of 

LOVE help them? 
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AREDOS : All the souls in the hereafter are naturally masters of telepathy. They can receive loving 

thoughts particularly well, but it is always a question of whether that earthly love turns 

out to be just an affection or if it a case of genuine, selfless LOVE.  

 

 A prayer will always effectuate help, if the prayer is logical. 

 

Question : How do thoughts reach a particular person in the spiritual realm? 

 

ARGUN : If these thoughts are directed at a particular person and the sender envisages this person 

as he or she remembers this person. Doing this will adjust their thoughts to the correct 

FREQUENCY. Consequently thoughts will reach their target, because they are directed 

at it. The personal GUARDIAN ANGEL can assist the sender in difficult cases. 

 

Question : Do candles provide any kind of help when the deceased is laid out? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, decidedly, because they keep lower spiritual entities at bay. This is important when a 

soul has not quite completely extricated itself from the body. But the soul ought to have a 

free exit to the outside. This is why it is a good idea to open one window at least a little 

bit.  

 

 Most souls do not yet have the practice of penetrating matter. 

 

A soul fresh out of its prison, namely the body, is still very much affiliated to its body. It 

is therefore a good thing if they can go through an open window. It will quite often return 

to its former residence the same way. Matter constitutes a certain impediment for earth-

bound souls.  

 

 Free souls, belonging to HIGHER SPHERES, penetrate matter a lot easier.  

 

Question : Which is the best way to help a deceased person? 

 

ARGUN : By forgiving them everything! 

 

Question : Ought one to pray for departed souls? 

 

AREDOS : Shortly after their demise, absolutely. But to pray for sinners can under certain circum-

stances be quite a dangerous endeavour, because what can happen is that one attracts spir-

its of possession, which one will not get rid of! 

 

Question : How can one best pray for a deceased person? 

 

ARGUN : By expressing one’s genuine affection. One also ought to wish them a good getaway and 

forgive them everything. - That is enough. 
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28. 7   Life in the spiritual realm 

 

 

Question : When do human beings regain their consciousness after their physical death? 

 

AREDOS : This varies and most of the time depends on the way they died. Generally speaking, peo-

ple regain their consciousness and all their faculties relatively quickly after death; but 

these faculties work more or less proficiently, depending on their earthly, mental prepara-

tions. 

 

  Very materialistically minded and selfish people forfeit much of their sensory activity, 

they are sensually ill so to speak, the way people on Earth can be blind or without hear-

ing. These sensory constraints almost have the effect of punishment and it takes a long 

time until the affected soul is released from this evil.   

 

  Highly developed, unselfish people with a strong faith in GOD and solid character traits 

are a lot better of in this regard. The higher and more advanced the mental quality is, the 

better the senses work, and they can become super sharp and surpass the earthly sensory 

activity by far. There are cases where higher SPIRIT ENTITIES in the hereafter can see 

through physical matter, whilst others are as blind as a bat. 

 

Question : There are otherworldly that refer to a LAND of MIST they have to traverse to reach the 

LAND of SUMMER. In the mean time the term LAND of MIST has become a concrete 

concept within psycho-science. Can you tell us what this LAND of MIST actually is? 

 

ARGUN : An actual MIST doesn’t really exist. Souls believe it is a mist. Everyone sees it different-

ly. It represents an obsessive idea. But this actually spurs the souls on the get out of this 

situation.  

 

  There are people that do believe in the existence of the spiritual realm, but are still afraid 

of the dying process. This fear is unwarranted! - Almost every human being sees death in 

a false light. The passing over to another existence is naturally dependent on the mental 

development. But a deep sleep of various lengths always follows one’s passing over. This 

is followed by a quite normal awakening, which has nothing deterring about it. 

 

  But humans do have to know which way they have to go. This is why it is of great ad-

vantage, if one has followed the straight and narrow whilst on Earth, because one is then 

miles ahead. - The same applies to reincarnation. There is also a deep sleep present here 

and an absolutely normal awakening in the physical. 

 

Question : Does it happen that some people cannot grasp the fact that they have already died and that 

they now live in an astral world, respectively within a domain that is near the Earth? 

 

Answer : Yes, that’s correct. Most of the time we’re dealing with people here that have always had 

a close mind in regards to the facts, even whilst on Earth. It is those people that have al-

ways had to have things their own way and were always right, no matter what.  

 

  One of the greatest challenges is to convince those that have left your world but do not 

want to believe that they are not on Earth anymore. Some are very obstinate, some to a 

lesser degree, whilst others are very receptive. Collectively speaking, human beings are 
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not on the same level of insight. Approaching a soul must therefore by necessity be com-

pletely fine-tuned to the soul in question. 

 

 When somebody dies on Earth he or she doesn’t go straight to “heaven”. They re-

main on Earth for quite some time, that is to say, remain amongst you. 

 

People that had a very strong association with their property and income cannot under-

stand that they now have no influence over it. They try as hard as they can to make them-

selves noticed and because they can’t do so, suffer because of it.  

 

Question : Is this a condition one could call hell? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, this condition is also one of the so-called agonies of hell. 

 

 But real hell is a place of many spheres. 

 

I will not bother to describe these places to you because you would consider it to be 

pathological fantasy, yes, possibly the most pathological that exists. But I warn you about 

this REALITY - all of you! Staying there surpasses anything in regards to fear and terror 

this Earth has ever seen. 

 

 But there is no eternal damnation, the way the Church portraits it. There is the oppor-

tunity to escape from there also, but it takes an enormous amount of time.  

 

Unfortunately the lower spheres accommodate all too often those people that have played 

a brilliant role on Earth. Particularly the leaders of mankind sink into that morass, be-

cause they had no knowledge of the objective TRUTH and only thought within narrow 

perimeters.10  

 

 

 

Question : What are the first impressions of a good soul, when it arrives in the spiritual realm? 

 

ARGUN : In as far as we’re dealing with disembodiment you call death, the soul awakens in a large 

meadow. There is nothing else visible but a glorious blue and the sound of harmonious 

music. The music is there to give the soul inner pacification and to indicate to it that it has 

arrived at GOD’S DOOR. If the soul is strong enough, it will be led like an apprentice. 

But the soul must assimilate. 

 

Question : In that case, is there actually a music of the spheres, so many resuscitated people report 

about? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, if people have just a little spiritual knowledge they will hear this music. It is there to 

strengthen one’s trust in the spiritual world, so that one doesn’t recoil from these chang-

es. The music ought to lead them. This music sounds similar to the sounds of the harmo-

nium, but violins and harps can also be heard, sometimes it’s only singing. - It is naturally 

 
10 After a request from the spiritual realm, the active Spiritual Working Community of Rotenburg/F undertook the assignment to lead the   souls within 

the astral plane of Earth into the LIGHT in 1990. Under the protection of the spiritual GUARDIANSHIP of the circle and with the help of a voice medi-

um, the earthbound entities were given the opportunity to express themselves directly. 

With great success they were able to proof to many souls that they had actually died. Only then were these souls ready to follow the instructions of their 
personal GUARDIAN ANGEL and their HELPERS and voluntarily leave the area near the Earth. Through this, the negatively inspired influences on 

Earth, originating from the astral region near the Earth, could be visibly reduced. 
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a different story in regards to malfeasant souls. Do not believe that things will be made 

easy for them. 

 

 My answers are always directed at the average citizen! 

 

Question : Just how does a soul feel when it leaves its earthly existence behind and comes to you? 

 

ARGUN : It feels like it’s in a dreamland. These souls are dressed in whatever they wore last during 

their time on Earth. But the soul can change its clothing at will. An ANGEL will always 

wear a long gown. The colour is either blue or white. These are the pure colours. An 

ANGEL will never show a colourful gown. 

 

 

Question : Do pains continue in the hereafter? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, that’s correct. But only for a month or two. The pains only extend to former organic 

ailments, for instance headaches, bloated stomach, cough irritation and similar ailments. 

Other disorders are excluded from this. 

 

 But addictions (nicotine, alcohol, narcotics and others) linger much longer! 

 

Question : What’s the situation like with brain and head injuries? Do these disorders continue for 

some time in the spiritual realm?  

 

ARGUN : This varies. But disorders like that can also last for between 10 to 15 years where we are. 

During one’s earthly existence the difficulties in one’s thought processes often consist in 

that the soul experiences difficulties of assimilations with the brain.  

 

Question : But why can the soul experience pain in the hereafter at all? 

 

AREDOS : It is a case of suggestive imagination. People must make great changes in the hereafter 

right from the start and that is not easy. 

 

Question : Do the deceased remember their life on Earth? 

 

ARGUN : Naturally, actually very good, sometimes better than during their life on Earth! All mem-

ories have a COSMIC CHARACTER, they therefore remain eternally conserved. Every-

thing is absorbed and nothing is forgotten. Everyone can therefore be confronted by all 

their actions and thoughts at any time. We are always happy to instruct you, even if the 

questions concern the spiritual realm. It gives us pleasure because we would like to bring 

you the LIGHT from the OTHER WORLD, not death, but life, not fear, but confidence, 

LOVE and trust. This is why we always endeavour to help you and to show you sympa-

thy. You are not to believe that you are completely on your own and abandoned with your 

fate, but a little foreordination naturally always comes into play. 

 

Question : There are incompetent people on Earth. This incapability must surely continue after their 

demise. How do you welcome these souls when they come to you? 

 

ARGUN : How am I to interpret this question? 
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Question : I mean that there are unstable and lazy people that get nowhere. Do these people carry 

their characteristics with them? 

 

ARGUN : We make a distinction between lazy and unstable. 

 

 Lazy is negative. 

 Unstable is a weakness of character and it can also be inherited. 

 

We give those that are lazy a test so that they can verify that their laziness represents a 

barrier that stops them from making progress. They have to recognise this properly. But 

unstableness is tied to the soul, that is to say, a mental attribute. - We apply equitable 

judgment and this without psychology! 

 

Question : Is it true that souls entering the spiritual realm have to do battle between two forces? That 

GOOD and evil are struggling for the soul? 

 

ELIAS : The souls that arrive here do not actually have to survive a great battle. But only very 

awful souls have to survive an extreme battle between GOOD and evil, for instance vio-

lent criminals and barbarous despots. The negative has the greatest interest in these souls; 

it enables it to expand its diabolical hierarchy. The spheres however change, because they 

are also subject to development. Old spheres can disappear, new ones can develop. Every-

thing is always in motion. Nothing stands still in either the universe or the spiritual realm! 

 

Question : Is it true that enemies continue to fight each other in the astral world? 

 

Answer : This depends entirely on the souls involved. Everything depends on the state of progress 

of the individual. There are cases where they fight one another for a long time. But the re-

alisation eventually dawns that due to the death of their bodies, the enmity that existed on 

Earth no longer exists.  

 

 In the lower spheres of the SPIRITUAL WORLD there exist replicas of all the things 

that happened on Earth.  

 

War and fighting continues. But slowly, once the reflections awaken, these souls leave 

this area and abandon all their prejudices and animosities brought to us from your world. 

From then on the problems begin to resolve by themselves. 

 

By truly understanding the spiritual LAWS, all will recognise their common assignment, 

which consists of equipping oneself, to perfect one’s gifts, to develop one’s talents, but 

this can only come about through the provision of service to one’s fellow man. All of 

these are only temporary problems. The assignments of how to impart the knowledge of 

spiritual facts to those who are still ignorant in this respect are given. All gainful attempts 

must be undertaken.  

 

Question : If a human being dies and enters your spiritual world, is he or she aware of their respec-

tive level of development? 

 

ELIAS :  No, unfortunately not, because foolishness hinders any real progress. There are only a few 

isolated and very rare cases where spiritual progress is observed. People develop only 

slowly within a multitude, only a few stand out from the rest. - GOD possesses infinite 
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patience and infinite time, the development of earth’s humanity is therefore only a matter 

of time. 

 

Question : What happens to the so-called “beatniks” when they die? 

 

AREDOS : These souls are brought to a sphere of re-education in the spiritual realm. It will be made 

clear to them there that there is only one right path, namely the one that serves develop-

ment. These souls therefore have to realise that one has to choose GOOD if possible, be-

cause those that serve destruction or disregard, will approach hell very quickly. 

 

Question : If someone dies and ends up in the spheres of the spiritual realm, does he meet up not 

only with his friends and dear ones, but also with his opponents and enemies? 

 

ELIAS : It all depends whether they stand on the same spiritual rung. Most of the time the enmity 

soon subsides and they become companions. Efforts are seldom made to leave the respec-

tive spheres. 

 

Question : If this applies to enemies, LOVERS must also be in the same sphere.  

 

ELIAS : What applies to individuals also applies to others. LEGALITIES come into play here.  

 

Question : Are all the HELPERS in the spiritual realm specialised? 

 

ELIAS : Yes, most of them. No LOVER, residing in a higher sphere and vouching for someone on 

a lower spiritual level or someone that is bad, can pull that soul up to his own higher 

sphere. He would have to leave his higher sphere and climb down to a lower sphere so to 

speak.11 There are situations where one soul loves another soul dearly. One soul is good, 

the other soul is bad. In a situation like that the good soul can go down to the bad soul, if 

the LOVE is great. But the bad soul can, if the LOVE is great, work its way upwards. One 

can mutually help one another to reach a more pleasant sphere. 

 

Question : What do the deceased complain about the most after their disembodiment? 

 

ARGUN : Most of the newly arrived souls complain about their relatives. They’re annoyed about 

the way the inheritance is wrongly distributed, because they only now recognise the truth. 

It takes a lot of patience to induce them to forgive. But they are also inconsolable about 

the tears of the relatives that call upon them with grief in their heart.  

 

Question : Many are of the opinion that people loose their hard earned knowledge and know-how 

through death. This makes them recoil from making any great efforts.  What do you say 

to that? 

 

AREDOS : There is positive and negative know-how. Both of them will be retained after one’s death. 

Whatever has been started on Earth can be continued in the spiritual realm. Know-how 

and knowledge knows no bounds! - But one has to be aware that only positive knowledge 

and know-how furthers one’s progress. Negative knowledge and know-how drags you 

down without fail. And the stepladder going down is just as endless as the one going up! 

 

 
11 Similar to the way CHRIST did this. 
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Question : Surely a soul must become very much strengthened in its faith in GOD, when it returns to 

the hereafter after its life on Earth, because it must now realise that it continues to live? 

 

AREDOS : Very few know what’s happening to them. They didn’t register death. But as they are at-

tracted to their own kind, they find them amongst people that are still living on Earth. If 

they happen to find a medium, they want to show off and because of their freedom of will 

can cause a lot of mischief. But if they happen to be intellectuals, for instance a priest or 

an evangelist, they will proclaim the greatest nonsense in the name of GOD, quite con-

vinced that it is their duty to do so. These fanatics are hard to cure even when they’re here 

with us. Fanaticism is pure delusion! 

 

Question : Just how does the redemption of the soul continue in the hereafter? 

 

ARGUN : A genuine will not to contradict the positive FORCES, but to comply and to allow oneself 

to be instructed, must be present.  

 

Question : Is a soul dressed in anything particular when it enters the hereafter? 

 

AREDOS : When a soul leaves its physical body it is as naked as a child at birth. But the soul is com-

pletely conscious. Once this feeling of being naked intensifies, a “miracle” happens. The 

astral body creates from its fluidity a familiar article of clothing, one the subconscious 

asks for. The dominant idea is unimaginable creative: One doesn’t put clothes on, one has 

them! 

 

Question : Most people just can’t imagine how a disembodied human being lives in the hereafter. 

Many believe that they have to walk around naked. Others can’t imagine how they will be 

clothed? 

 

ELIAS : To start with, the deceased wear whatever they were dressed in when they died. But their 

appearance changes very fast. They become increasingly younger and their clothing be-

gins to look different, just the way they prefer it. After the embodiment the clothing is 

like a part of one’s skin. It is like magic. Clothing is created from the astral body. But - 

like everything else - created through thoughts. Consequently man has creative powers.  

 

Question : It is said that positive souls are dressed very brightly, whilst negative souls remain dark. 

Is this correct? 

 

ELIAS : Yes, that’s correct. But it is a good thing that one is able to immediately recognise people 

like that. Negative souls can display terrible grimaces and some even enjoy doing so. 

During one’s lifetime on Earth one also takes pleasure in ugliness. 

 

Question : One is surprised that it is at all possible for a deceased to put on clothes. Can you explain 

this process to us? 

 

ARGUN : The ability to concentrate one’s thoughts is a lot stronger on the other side than here on 

Earth, because the souls there live on a spiritual PLANE. He creates his clothing with his 

concentration. The material for it is taken from his spiritual body, it is very flexible. If 

somebody would cut away a piece of this clothing, the astral body would suffer compre-

hensive damage, something that is not all that easy to reverse. 

 

Question : Does their physical appearance also change, when people enter the spiritual realm? 
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ELIAS : This applies mainly to older people. Their appearance is reversed by about 30 years. This 

is a rejuvenation one only slowly becomes accustomed to. 

 

Question : Is this “rewind”, this rejuvenation, a LAW and does this go all the way back to infancy or 

babyhood? 

 

ELIAS : As mentioned before, it is correct that the deceased become younger as time goes by. But 

there is a stop and it is somewhere in the middle. This stop corresponds to your age of 30 

- 40 years. One can also say that we in the hereafter are at our “prime” and will remain so 

for some time. An old man doesn’t remain an old man. But he will not end up an infant, 

even after years. 

 

Question : Do people retain the same form after their demise, when they begin their spiritual life? 

 

ARGUN : Not always. Human beings in their astral state change according to their spiritual ascend 

or descend. They will become ever more beautiful or the opposite. It all depends on the 

astral man.  

 

 Lower otherworldly are absolutely ugly!  

 

Question : Can an otherworldly soul pass through fire without harm, respectively stay within it? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, it can do so without suffering any harm. But contact with fire is something very dis-

agreeable and is therefore avoided. 

 

Question : Is it true that one can earn the right for a home in the hereafter only through good deeds 

here on Earth? 

 

AREDOS : The soul receives its spiritual POWER of CREATION back after its earthly death. This 

enables it to create everything it desires. But a positively educated soul will be selective 

and only create positive and beautiful things.  

 

  Souls that were negatively educated on Earth and are backward and negative can only 

create dreadful and evil things. That is the LAW. They therefore have to change first and 

eradicate their guilt until they’re ready to also create good with their POWER of CREA-

TION. 

 

Question : Do people retain their individual personality after their demise? 

Answer : When a body returns to earth, the spirit will live on. Following a natural process, the body 

will mix with earth and that means the end in as far as the body is concerned. It has 

served its purpose. The identity that was connected with this body disappeared. It only 

represented one aspect of a greater consciousness. Having fulfilled its assignment, the 

body is no longer needed and the spirit that dwelled within it turns to its next level of ex-

perience. 

 

 But you may not show contempt to the sacrifice the body made. The body certainly 

doesn’t represent the personality by any stretch of the imagination. 
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28. 8   What happens after physical death 

 

 

Question : What awaits man after he’s dead? 

 

ELIAS : After his demise, man is confronted by his own conscience in a most severe way. Without 

a physical body, man is completely at the mercy of his own conscience.  

 

Question : Does the suppression of one’s conscience tie in with the rejection of knowledge about life 

after death? 

 

ELIAS : Not necessarily. It is also a question of mis-education. This indoctrination about life after 

death is very uncomfortable to many, whilst others find great comfort in it. Education can 

also mean mis-education. Herein lays an enormous mistake.  

 

Question : Please tell us more about what we can expect after our demise.  

 

ARGUN : I know that you would like to know what punishment nuclear scientists, godless research-

ers and politicians can expect. Well, they all end up in a sphere for souls that is a sphere 

of human cruelty. It is difficult to describe this sphere, because quite simply put, your 

language lacks the appropriate words. - If your scientists, technicians or warmongers only 

had an inkling of what awaits them after their earthly demise, they would not lift one fin-

ger to participate in the destruction and seduction of man. What these souls can expect is 

even more than one anticipates. The people that sin in such a fashion enter darkness. 

 

  You would now like to know what this term ”darkness” in our form of existence actually 

means: There are spiritual spheres that gradually lead down into the depths of darkness 

from the SPHERES of LIGHT. There are therefore dull and semi-dark spheres and also 

those that are absolutely dark. 

 

  Let’s assume that a bad person dies, someone that took great pleasure in mental cruelty or 

someone that mentally tortured his parents and abused and exploited their LOVE, or a 

premeditative murderer out of self-interest or similar sinners. When such a person leaves 

his physical body, he falls into a short sleep at first, a sleep without consciousness. But he 

suddenly awakens and recognises the fact that he is still alive and fully conscious.   

 

  He now begins to think about it and tries to stand up with his body. But he finds out that 

he has no such body anymore and that he’s surrounded by a deep and terrible darkness. In 

one word: Totally blind! In addition to that blindness there is the fact that apart from his 

own thoughts, he also cannot hear.  

 

  This soul now fumbles forwards. But it has no solid ground under its feet and its hands 

grasp into empty darkness. A soul such as this has the impression that the whole universe 

is made up of rock-solid darkness wherein it finds itself completely alone and abandoned 

by GOD and all other entities. 

 

  But its own thoughts become louder and louder. They oscillate into infinity resulting in an 

unbearable loudness. And if this soul believes that these own thoughts have reached their 

peak, it is certainly not the case by any stretch of the imagination. These thoughts reso-
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nate with unimaginable ferocity through the universe and remind the soul of all its mis-

deeds and there is no end in sight…  

 

  You know very well that human beings hear their own thought very favourably in dark-

ness. But this soul experiences terrible fear and an indescribable dread of this lasting situ-

ation, seemingly without a possibility of escape. Such a soul can find itself in such a situ-

ation for one hundred years or even more. It feels very cold and unsuccessfully gropes for 

a flicker of light. 

 

  But if such a soul repents and this genuine repentance lasts also for years, a LIGHT might 

approach this soul and it will take care of this soul. A BEARER of LIGHT or a MES-

SENGER of LIGHT will then try to guide this soul out of its self-inflicted darkness and 

to make it see again. 

 

  But this soul will not be able to see anything without repentance and penance. Its eyes 

will remain closed. Its ears will only open once it has discerned by itself all of its actions 

down to the last consequence. GOD doesn’t refuse any soul’s return to the positive. The 

return from there takes longer than a life on Earth.12  

 

 

  

28. 9   The GUARDIAN ANGEL and its protege13  

 

 

Question : For how long does a GUARDIAN ANGEL remain with the soul after it has entered the 

hereafter? 

 

ARGUN : This varies quite a lot. He might even remain with the soul for a few hundred years! 

 

Question : Can the personal GUARDIAN ANGEL achieve anything during the passing over? 

 

ELIAS : Yes, he provides great HELP! But many people say to him: “I do not know you. What do 

you want from me?” 

 

 

28. 10   The giving of a new name 

 

 

Question : Do people retain their earthly name in the hereafter after their death? 

 

ARGUN : No, everyone receives a new name, a spiritual name in the spiritual realm (Fraternity 

name). 

 

 You receive your earthly name through inspiration from the spiritual realm!  

 

 

 

 

 
12 Lucifer, GOD’S “lost son” will be the last to also return back to the great community of souls one day. The point in time of his return probably can’t be 

expressed in your earthly time terminology. 
13 See also in the brochure “Der Schutzpatron”. 
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28. 11   New tasks 

 

 

Question : Is the soul confronted with completely new assignments after its disembodiment? 

 

AREDOS : Naturally, otherwise there would be no divine JUSTICE. If the whole life story of people 

would end in a grave, the world would be full of mistakes and nobody would find recom-

pense or retribution for the life led on Earth.  

 

Question : What kind of MISSIONS can a deceased person undertake? 

 

Answer : All of these assignments are to do with service to mankind. There are people on Earth that 

are to be inspired, but they must also be warned and protected. 

 

Question : Are there MISSIONS that only take place in the hereafter? 

 

Answer : Yes, that also happens. There are spiritual entities to be looked after, if they ask for this 

help; they have to be instructed so that they can recognise the path that will ultimately 

save them. But that is not that easy, because a large organisation impedes this service of 

rescue and redemption wherever it can. It is a spiritual battle for the soul. This is no fanta-

sy, but an actual reality that is hidden from your eyes. 

 

Question : An excellent doctor from our circle of friends suddenly died. Does mankind not loose a 

good person here? 

 

ARGUN : Dear friend, believe me, she will not simply give up her profession in our spiritual realm. 

All the good researchers and physicians etc. continue to work in our world, for the good 

of the community - not just for mankind on Earth, but for the whole universe. Every ide-

ally thinking and sincere researcher, no matter in what field, is fully utilised. They do the 

best they can, each according to their abilities.  

 

Question : Are there souls in the hereafter that deal with magical experiments? 

 

AREDOS : Yes, there are. There are even schools that research magic. This is the reason why spook 

is often utilised. Contact with our side is hardly possible without magic knowledge! 

 

 

 

 

Question : What is magic all about from your point of view? 

 

AREDOS : •  Magic represents a field of the natural sciences that explores and utilises ENERGIES  

  that lie outside the physical, but that can be influenced by it.  

 

  From our point of view, all materialisations are magical experiments. Medicine doesn’t 

think much about magic. This is a significant mistake, because it could naturally lead to 

quite unexpected healings.  
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Question : Can a mother that had to leave a child behind on Earth give it support from the spiritual 

realm? 

 

ARGUN : If the LOVE for the child is great, such support is certainly possible by continuing to give 

the child her LOVE. Positive thought and prayer can do more than you dare to believe. A 

prayer from a mother has the greatest POWER in the hereafter. It is also possible for the 

mother to make her influence felt from the hereafter. A mother in the hereafter can be 

voluntarily earthbound if she so desires. 

 

 

28. 12   The reunion of friends and relatives 

 

 

Question : You told us that when we die we are collected either by you or by friends. But if reincar-

nation is a fact, it could be an uncertainty whether we see the friends or the relatives that 

went before us, even thou we love them very much. How can you explain such a reunion 

to us?  

 

ARGUN : Contact is never lost where LOVE reigns. But everything is a question of time. Every-

thing is retained. It is naturally possible that a friend that has gone before you incarnated 

again and already lives back on Earth. But all those that love one another will reunite at a 

certain point in time.  

 

  Apart from that, souls meet one another quite often during a deep sleep state. But only a 

few bring this memory back into their waking consciousness. There is no time in the 

hereafter in regards to your terminology, it is endless and all of us have learned to wait 

until it’s our turn.  

 

 Besides, these kinds of friendships create their own sphere!  

 

An old and a new friendship draws ever wider circles, so that the sphere of like minded 

souls continuously expands. Character, willingness to serve and LOVE is the criteria that 

rate the souls.  

 

Husbands and wives that LOVE one another are always looked after. In those cases the 

reincarnations do not take place individually, but as twins! The respective gender of the 

two doesn’t play a special role. 

 

 

 

 

Question : Is it appropriate that the surviving partner in a marriage re-marries if one of them dies? 

 

ARGUN : Church dogma might have something to say about that, but the spiritual realm has nothing 

against this. The spiritual LAWS of LOVE reign in GOD’S realm. The mental ties of 

LOVE can continue, if they actually existed, even if the remaining partner of the marriage 

re-marries.  

 

  All are a part of one LARGE FAMILY in the hereafter. Everybody here realises that there 

are no racial differences and nor other distinctions between one another. Individual love is 
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completely rescinded and everyone is proudly aware that all people are from GOD and 

are therefore brothers and sisters. 

 

 The only possible separation happens through the spheres, which represent the vari-

ous levels of spiritual development.  

 

Question : Could it be possible that in such a case the deceased partner of the marriage would be 

jealous, keeping him or her earthbound? 

 

ARGUN : There is no jealousy within the positive realm of GOD! If a soul would show and feel 

jealousy, it would naturally fall and it would be separated from the source of the jealousy. 

But if the mental connection is positive, it will always remain. 

 

Question : Do marriages made on Earth continue in the hereafter and is there a differentiation made 

between marriages entered into at the registry office or in Church? 

 

ARGUN : Marriages entered into on Earth only have validity if they were genuine marriages on 

Earth, meaning that the married-couple loved one another in a spiritual sense and sup-

ported one another.  

 

  Church marriages only have meaning when the couple asked for GOD’S blessing during 

the ceremony. But the blessing will not be forthcoming if they do not go by GOD’S 

LAWS, respectively his LOVE. 

 

Question : How does the spiritual realm of the LORD rate the so-called “de-facto relationships”? 

 

ARGUN : These people, respectively these souls continue to live together in matrimonial commun-

ion in the hereafter also, because here only platonic LOVE exists. A lawful form of mar-

riage only exists on Earth.  

 

 Only a LOVE that mutually complements itself finds validity in the hereafter. 

 

Question : If the countenance of a dearly departed changes rapidly under certain circumstance, how 

can they be recognised and how can a happy reunion come about? 

 

AREDOS : The assumption that the one that went home changes is correct. He grows increasingly 

younger. But the spirit has the opportunity to control its countenance, he can change at 

will.  

 

 If he wants to be recognised by a dear one, he will naturally assume an appearance 

that will be recognised. Based on natural law, lovers will always find one another. - It 

is akin to a magnet. 

 

Question : There are people with solid knowledge about life after death. But they worry whether 

they will ever see their loved ones again in the hereafter after their demise. What really 

does take place? 

 

AREDOS : The hereafter is divided into levels, that is to say, spheres. Every human being ends up in 

his sphere, which he cannot leave unless he changes spiritually and gains the maturity of 

another level. A higher developed human being can descend to a lower level, but he can-

not intrude into a higher level. An otherworldly can therefore visit lower spheres to spend 
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time there as a guest. One of his relatives could for instance reside in a lower sphere. He 

can then receive visits from a higher developed soul. But this also depends on the magni-

tude of LOVE involved. Lovers almost always meet one another again. 

 

Question : Can a lover remain within a lower sphere, if he wants to stay with his friend or his girl-

friend? 

 

AREDOS : If a higher spirit enters a lower sphere, he is almost always regarded an enemy. These 

envious hostilities are the reason why he prefers to leave the lower spheres. 

 

  If you have a dear friend that meant everything to you whilst in the physical and he enters 

the realm of GOD with the proper preparation and willingness and you also have the de-

sire to be united with this friend, you will certainly find him and will be able to stay with 

him. The main-thing is that your heart has the desire for it. The way you have learned it 

here and the way your desire and you love outlasts everything, will determine whether the 

prerequisites have been fulfilled. 

 

Question : How is it possible for a soul to finds its relatives and friends in the hereafter, because 

many of them are surely to be found on other levels, respectively in other spheres? 

 

AREDOS : The LAW that applies in the hereafter and regulates the spheres provides that no soul can 

enter a higher sphere that it doesn’t belong to based on its development; but every soul 

can descend to a lower sphere and also return from there. If a relative happens to be in a 

lower sphere, the soul that resides in a higher sphere can visit this soul, but not the other 

way around!  

 

  But if a soul prays with LOVE in its heart that it would like to receive visitors, this wish 

will be heard by related souls and by friends in other spheres also. It will then be up to 

them to decide whether they will comply with this wish, it asks for quite a sacrifice of 

them, because a stay in the lower spheres, depending on the level, is not exactly agreea-

ble, yes, sometimes even unbearable. 

 

Question : If two people love each other, but there is a very large age difference so that one of them 

dies many years before the other, how do the two get together in the hereafter? 

 

AREDOS : Age on Earth is only of physical significance. Age doesn’t play any part in the spiritual 

realm, because death rejuvenates people. Therefore if two lovers meet in the spiritual 

realm after many years, they are not of a physical age. - Once a certain level of develop-

ment has been achieved, only the spiritual factor is of significance. 

 

Question : Are the children that have grown up in the mean time, recognised by their parents in the 

spiritual realm? 

 

AREDOS : If children remain connected through the bond of LOVE, there is no reason why they 

shouldn’t be recognised. Because the children can observe the life of the parents they left 

behind on Earth. 

 

 All people are pilgrims on the infinite road of the universe. What someone is 

worth is best found out by a loner; because he’s elated when he meets anyone at all 

he can communicate with. 
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Everyone needs help from somebody else sometimes. This is why it’s so hard to under-

stand why people on Earth become enemies and hate one another. The most acrimonious 

enemies have become the best of friend in the hereafter, because they have recognised 

that life is eternal. 

 

There are no kinships in the hereafter the way you know them here on Earth. All souls 

consider one another as related. The deciding factor is LOVE and a common aspiration 

towards higher goals. On the other hand, animosity between people continuous in the 

lower spheres! 

 

 

28. 13  Memories of past lives 

 

 

Question : Does the soul recollect past lives in the spiritual realm? 

 

ARGUN : Not immediately, but it becomes possible after two to three years. The soul can remember 

up to four to five reincarnations, depending on its level of spiritual development. The 

memory blockage man has on Earth will be slowly lift in the hereafter. This allows to 

soul to gain a great overall picture of itself. 

 

 

28. 14   Renewed plea for an incarnation 

 

 

Question : Many a person has missed their chance here on Earth. Is it possible for them to receive a 

new chance in the spiritual realm? 

 

AREDOS : He will certainly receive a new chance to express the personality he was unable to mani-

fest on Earth. But he also has a great chance to correct his dumb pride and his idiotic 

conceit.   

 

  Man on Earth or in the spiritual realm must come to the conclusion that he cannot go 

against divine JUSTICE. He must know that the LAW of CAUSALITY, of cause and ef-

fect, also applies to him. 

 

 He who wants to reap goodness must do good first! 

 

Question : Does the soul have the right to ask for an incarnation? 

 

ARGUN : If the soul has this wish, it will be fulfilled most of the time. But the soul must ask for 

permission. Special MESSENGERS from GOD are responsible for reincarnations, let’s 

call them: ANGELS.14  

 

Question : If two souls in the hereafter express the desire to spend a life together on Earth, will this 

wish be granted? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, without doubt. These people will certainly get together on Earth. There are then: 

 

 
14 The “MASTER of KARMA” and the “KARMIC COUNCIL”. 
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 Twins, 

 Siblings or 

 Married. 

 

But special exceptions are always possible. One should never generalize!  

 
 

28. 15   The “second death”. 

 

 

Question : CHRIST mentioned a “second death”, one that we should fear. ASHTAR SHERAN also 

mentioned it. What can you tell us about that? 

 

AREDOS : Dead means as much as: segregated. If something is separated from something it usually 

means that there were two parts to start with. We are dealing with body and soul in this 

instance. It means that the soul is released from its carnal captivity. 

 

 The “second death” takes place in the spiritual realm! - 

 

It represents a spiritual decline to the bitter end. It is followed by a reincarnation on the 

lowest level. People that were already devoted to all the vices on Earth and didn’t further 

their development in any way continue to degenerate until they have to suffer the “second 

death”.  

 

 

28. 16   The dissolution of the soul 

 

 

Question : Will GOD dissolve a negative soul? 

 

AREDOS : No! - A soul developed over aeons. It has accumulated all the experiences of fauna and 

flora within and possesses divine FUNCTIONS. This soul can never be dissolved, be-

cause it is immortal!  

 

 If a soul could loose its immortality the same could happen to GOD also! - But as you 

know there is reincarnation: Negative souls are reincarnated and have to take the 

burden of karma, that is exactly tailor-made, on themselves. - GOD is the embodiment 

of JUSTICE!  

 

 

28. 17   Revenge from the lower domains of the spiritual realm? 

 

 

Question : Can the otherworldly take revenge on the relatives left behind on Earth? 

 

AREDOS : As you are well aware there are terrible enmities. These enmities do not simply stop when 

someone enters the spiritual realm. On the contrary - they can even amplify, if the de-

ceased realises that his relatives have deceived him or witnesses all the things that take 

place after his demise. The undeveloped spirit will then plan his revenge. He will then 

look mostly for cronies that are just like him. To enumerate all of this would fill volumes. 

 

 What is certain is that a deceased has the opportunity to take revenge! 
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 Therefore avoid any enmity! It doesn’t cease to exist after death and it shouldn’t be 

underestimated.   

 

Question : Can the otherworldly also transmit certain diseases?  

 

AREDOS : They can attack the nervous system and trigger depressions! 

 

Question : What can one do in enmity cases like that? 

 

AREDOS : •   One has to cease any animosity and one should say a positive prayer for the deceased. 

   It will have a positive effect if you light a candle for the deceased and arrange a few 

    flowers in a vase.  

 

 

28. 18   Communication with the deceased 

 

 

Question : There are thousands of circles, most are of a spiritual nature. How do you rate this so-

called “speaking with the dead” that is commonly practised almost everywhere? 

 

ELIAS : It is a fact that the “dead”, who are not actually dead, do not like to be burdened with their 

old, earthly karma.  

 

 Communication takes a certain spiritual maturity, something that isn’t present most 

of the time! “Speaking with the dead” should therefore only take place on a HIGHER 

LEVEL. 

 

Question : I’m of the opinion that many people receive valid evidence through the connection with a 

departed soul.  

 

ELIAS : I admit that. But there are cases where the dead are severely burdened by certain themes 

that deal with past lives that are touched upon, which can sometimes make their devel-

opment much more difficult. One needs a lot of practice to do this correctly and also a 

certain amount of flair. It mostly revolves around physical possessions and QUESTIONS 

of INSIGHT play only a minor role.15  

 

  People that were already short-changed on Earth are to be short-changed - if at all possi-

ble - in the hereafter also? Last wills and testaments often play a big role. This is not the 

meaning of spiritualism. All of this disturbs the necessary vibrations! 

 

Question :  Can the recently deceased make communications contact from the hereafter with those 

left behind? 

 

Answer : This depends on various prerequisites: You have to look upon yourself not as a body with 

a soul, but as a spirit with an earthly body. You live in a physical world and therefore 

think in physical terms. Life is basically speaking not physical, because the foundation, 

life’s basis, is non-physical. The origin isn’t based on circumstances of possessions or es-

tate. You, yourself are not matter as such, only your body is. Your true self is impalpable, 

intangible, it cannot be seen or heard. - You are spirit!  

 
15 The connection works accordingly! 
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  The quality of your spirit always ties in with your moral conduct. It depends on it! - The 

LAW applies to everything and to everybody and nothing can go against it. When I say: 

The LAW, I mean the natural, divine LAW, because it is very simple in its application of 

cause and effect. If you live a completely unselfish life you will be the only one to benefit 

from it, because a friendly, tolerant and magnanimous character allows the spirit to grow. 

- This LAW applies to everybody! 

 

 You are what you make yourself to be through your thoughts and through your behav-

iour. 

 

  Even thou these facts are not always recognised in your world; the moment you cross 

over death’s threshold they will become quite apparent: You manifest yourself as a higher 

or lower spirit. You bring the spirit you formed during your life on Earth with you.  

 

 Your eternal possessions only consist of the spiritual qualities you have acquired 

through your daily existence.  

 

These are the facts that make this LAW so fair and just. It has an ultimate level of JUS-

TICE, something no sensible person is able to doubt. But if two people are similar in this 

respect, they can establish contact. But if they are very different it will be hardly possible, 

because the otherworldly spirit is not alone, it has company and it is safeguarded. The 

same applies to people on Earth, they are never alone, they also have a group of spiritual 

entities around them. Therefore somebody with a negative attitude can not always do 

what he wants to do. To add to this is the fact that otherworldly intelligences receive cer-

tain assignments, for instance MISSIONS that are not always easy. It can happen that 

such a MISSION forestalls a contact, because the spirit is unavailable. 

 

Question : Many people believe that it is possible to make contact with a departed soul from this side 

immediately after death? 

 

AREDOS : No, that is as near as impossible if we’re dealing with undeveloped and unprepared souls. 

The fact that these souls cannot reveal themselves to those left behind is akin to punish-

ment. But the possibility is greater if we’re dealing with prepared and positive souls. But 

most of the time they already have assignments that hinder them from these sorts of con-

tacts. 

 

Question : Should one insist on making contact with the departed or is it better to send one’s mes-

sages for the departed through a medium?16  

 

Answer : I see hearts and souls and do not take notice of externalities, I am therefore quite aware 

that you are deeply affected within your troubled hearts. Rest assured that I’m not unaf-

fected by what takes place within your souls, because you have reached the depths of 

despair and are now trying to find a healing hand that will bring you relieve.  

 

  But don’t think for a moment that I’m ungracious when I explain to you that you - even if 

unknowingly - represent one of the obstacles on your way to achieving the desired out-

come. Where there is LOVE, the lovers will be brought together sooner or later, in spite 

of all impairments, obstacles or inhibitions that might be in the way. 

 
16 This question is in regards to a deceased member of the circle. 
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  I’m aware of your desires and I also know that your hearts bleed in mourning. But you 

know that there is no “death“. The otherworldly soul will make contact with you and 

thereby heal your wounds. Be assured that there are no incurable injuries or illnesses in 

the hereafter and that one is in full possession of all spiritual and mental powers in the 

hereafter. 

 

  I had to amass more than 20 years of experience of delving into the possibilities that mak-

ing contact with your world is possible. The situations reigning in your world are so cha-

otic, so confused, entangled and painful that I also have only one or two very fine threads 

at my disposal that allow me to co-operate with a medium. 

 

  If genuine connections cannot be made, it is due to the chaos within the astral world (near 

the Earth) and partially also due to the cold and disintegrating breath your world ema-

nates. A huge change for the better has to take place before favourable conditions will 

reign.  

 

Question : When we send greetings to a deceased person through you, the answer is always: “Your 

greetings have already arrived”. How is it possible for these thoughts to reach the correct 

receiver amongst the enormous number of souls and the often great distances involved? 

 

ARGUN : The thoughts are transferred on a FREQUENCY that is adapted to the receiver’s frequen-

cy as near as possible. And there is after all the GUARDIAN ANGEL that will act like an 

amplifier; but there is also the mediator. If the thoughts are positive they will arrive very 

well send like that. But if the thoughts are negative, the GUARDIAN ANGEL rejects the 

transmission. 

 

 Many of those left behind make the mistake of mourning too long! - Doing so unsettles 

those that went home and it hinders them in their assignments. The soul is not helped 

in any way by this. 

 

Question : Is it possible for two friends that understand one another very well, to arrange that who-

ever goes to the spiritual realm first will give the one left behind a distinct sign from the 

hereafter?  

 

AREDOS : That is possible, if both people had a positive attitude in regards to the supernatural dur-

ing their life. But if we’re dealing with atheists or other non-believers or doubters, this 

will not be possible. - 

 

  CHRIST also dealt with this question with a parable. If there is a reason for such an un-

dertaking, that is to say, if there is a positive reason, then it will be possible. 

 

Question : Could the reason be that this friend would like to give his friend, who still doubts, some 

evidence? 

 

ARGUN : No, that wouldn’t be a positive reason! - But a great friendship could be a reason for tit. 

But how can such a friendship develop if there is a doubter amongst them. - What is cer-

tain is the fact that loving couples often communicate in such a way. They meet up again 

later on, because they encourage and guide one another, yes, because they compliment 

one another in every way. Death cannot separate their positive thoughts. These thoughts 

will always bring the lovers together. 
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29. 0   What have the sciences to say? 

 

 

Question : The sciences have no idea at all about all of these vital questions and dangers. What can 

you tell us about this? 

 

AREDOS : This happens to be the terrible tragedy that the sciences reject all spiritual REVELA-

TIONS and regard them as nonsense. But the spiritual realm will not give up trying to 

communicate with you sensibly. 

 

Question : Doctors will not accept any clues from us. What can one do? 

 

AREDOS : That’s the whole tragedy, they are so caught up in their own opinion that they do not react 

to any indoctrination that doesn’t originate from a university. But they could learn a lot 

from us if they only wanted to. You can do little in this respect. Death still remains a se-

cret to doctors. Death is occult.  

 

Question : The sciences often say: “We are confronted by a mystery”. Should we accept this expla-

nation in regards to death lying down?  

 

AREDOS : The people on Earth take a lot of things lying down. Every phenomenon out there in the 

universe has its causes and every cause has LAWS it must comply with! There are there-

fore no puzzles that cannot be solved. If the people on Earth cannot solve these spiritual 

phenomenon, of which the contact with souls living in the hereafter is a part of, it verifies 

the fact that they approach the solving of these problems with false concepts. If the con-

cepts are correct one is able to explain the most difficult phenomenon also. 

 

Question : Somewhere in the future doctors want to freeze people alive. One intents to defrost these 

people years after so that they can continue their existence. What is the opinion of the 

spiritual realm in regards to these intentions? 

 

AREDOS : From a scientific point of view, that is to say, according to the laws of nature, it is certain-

ly possible to conserve vegetative life by deep-freezing it. But the spirit, respectively the 

consciousness, cannot be conserved through deep-freeze. It would leave the body imme-

diately. The body would be alive from a vegetative aspect, but it would be without a soul. 

 

Question : Can a defrosted body serve its purpose for a reincarnation? 

 

AREDOS : We haven’t come across a case like that. But we assume that it wouldn’t be possible, be-

cause the connection between the body and the soul is unimaginably complicated.  

 

Question : Is it right to extend the life of somebody in the process of dying through the artistry of 

physicians and with the help of machines? We think that one keeps them alive beyond 

what seemed to be preordained? 

 

AREDOS : Doctors lack the feeling to distinguish whether they’re dealing with inspired HELP from 

GOD or whether this experiment only serves medical artistry. Because of atheistic influ-

ences at universities, doctors really don’t know what to think. In most cases the doomed 

patient is not saved by this anyway. 
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Question : It the medical fraternity of the opinion that life itself is extinguished? 

 

AREDOS : The human body is purely physical, but the soul is spiritual. A lifeless body cannot live. 

But the moment spiritual ENERGY17 enters, life awakens. The spiritual ENERGY cannot 

die, it can’t simply vanish. When life leaves the body it doesn’t disintegrate, but only 

separates from matter. At this precise moment autonomy is created for both parts, that is 

to say, the inter-relationship ceases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

30. 0   What does the Church say? 

 

 

Question : The Churches are against making contact with the hereafter. They talk of “idolatry” and 

“demons”. What can one say about that? 

 

AREDOS : •   To interact with the spirit world is not a sin, if it deals with INDOCTRINATION. - But 

    if other motives are present, the situation looks a little different. 

 

  The spirit world is not here to give advice for business dealings or other chances to make 

money. The spiritual realm is also not an information bureau in regards to crime, betrayal 

or revenge. It all depends on how one deals with the spirit world, therefore with the 

“dead”. 

 

  If the Churches talk of demons, it demonstrates that the Church fathers have not handled 

the contact with the hereafter correctly. The questioners were negative, because they 

asked selfish and inappropriate questions. If the intentions are negative, the contacts are 

also negative and one shouldn’t be surprised when evil or damned spirits ply their ugly 

trade.  

 

 If there is no respect for the DIVINE present, the communication with the spirit world 

is blasphemy!   

 

Question : The High-Churches dominate the “cult of the dead” even nowadays in a completely nega-

tive way. If our work in this field slowly begins to strike roots, wouldn’t it be likely that 

this death-cult, which is really incorrect, will be influenced? 

 

ELIAS : This ecumenical death-cult will remain for quite some time to come, because it represents 

a very lucrative source for the Churches and for other businesses also. Nothing will 

change here in a hurry. But one will slowly begin to talk about conscious survival beyond 

the grave.  

 

 
17 Biblical: „The breath of God“. 
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Question : What is remarkable is that atheists conform to the Churches in this respect. Tombstones 

always exhibit something about “peace”. This is tradition. Will this inaccuracy one day be 

redressed?  

 

ELIAS : One can only talk about “peace” when this “peace” can be consciously perceived. One 

can recognise the nonsense of these epigraphs in this already. - If atheists believe that 

nothing will exist anymore after death, there cannot be any “peace” left either. A body 

without a soul does not know peace, rest or sleep. It can’t perceive anything. But it’s a 

completely different story with the soul. It is in charge of the mental FUNCTIONS of the 

body and remains alive. One has to look beyond the phraseology of the Church. 

 

Question : Can you tell us something about the death of Pope John the 23rd? 

 

ARGUN : The dogmatic attitude of the Catholic Church made the death of John the 23rd not an easy 

affair. One didn’t allow him to die in peace, but always hindered him from doing so.  

 

 

 

 

Question : How was he received on your side? 

 

ARGUN : Naturally as a religious Christian! - We all have our shortcomings and they have to be 

discarded. So what will the pope do over here? He will recognise them one by one and 

then discard them. Once he is ready, he will undertake a new MISSION. He will certainly 

endeavour to make progress. - I can tell you that pope John the 23rd atoned for more than 

he encumbered during his past life on Earth. In any case, we are happy to help him. It is a 

fact that on Earth, no pope can throw off his dogmatic chains. Before a pope is elected, 

one makes quite sure that he is no revolutionary in this respect.  

 

 

31. 0   Closing words from a MESSENGER of LIGHT 

 

 

ELIAS : May the FATHER’S blessing be with us, now and forever. - You have learned that: 

Through the life you lead here you will enter the corresponding sphere on the other side. 

All of you want to reach the highest. It is earthly things you strive for at first, because the 

KNOWLEDGE of higher TRUTHS and WISDOM were not revealed to you when you 

were children. You are not to blame, because we are all seekers, right from when we are 

small. But it lies with the ignorance of your teachers, educators and parents that you are 

not taught what you should have been taught in the first place:  

 

 Why do you live here on Earth? 

 Why are people affected by death?  

 

But this was made impossible by the ignorance and irrationality of those that had taken on 

the responsibility of indoctrination and didn’t fulfil their duty. They didn’t bring GOD’S 

TRUTH. They gathered WISDOM from books and from lecture rooms at universities. 

They didn’t ask GOD:  “Do they bring the correct indoctrination”?  
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We know from the history of the universe and the Earth about the downfall of worlds, 

about the great events that had to happen, because the FATHER loves his children. They 

trampled the LAWS underfoot; they preferred earthly things. 

 

Is it the POWER of GOD that creates everything or does it spring from the brain of man? 

GOD will show us who’s stronger when the scientist is confronted by the great achieve-

ments he could create due to his own power and he realises that what was created accord-

ing to his knowledge doesn’t work - and that suddenly other LAWS come into play and 

that all his knowledge in the field of chemistry and physics and whatever else he might 

call it, that this knowledge received from lecture rooms doesn’t benefit him at all.  

 

 His own inventions will destroy him, because he didn’t believe in the POWER of GOD 

he utilised to create!  

 

And as they still resist these LAWS and continue to bring great calamities not only to 

their fellow man, but to all the planets throughout the universe, the power of GOD will 

come into effect and the injustice will be revealed to man. They are to experience what-

ever they wanted to unleash on their fellow man on their own body. They have made their 

own beds and now they have to lie in them! 

 

 Be aware that HELP isn’t only forthcoming by the hand of man. HELP will arrive 

from areas mankind doesn’t even believe that they exist! 

 A POWER will come to Earth in a form that only those children of GOD will compre-

hend and understand, which are aware of the happenings. - By the signs will they 

recognise what is about to take place.  

 

They will call out “Mercy”, the cowards. This word will then have meaning to them and 

they will learn that there must actually be a higher talent at work -as they’re apt to say. 

They will then be compelled to believe in GOD and his ALMIGHTINESS and those that 

continue to doubt will have to journey even deeper into the darkness of ignorance. 

 

 

The end 
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